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NEW INTERPRETATIONS OF THE HIGHER STASHEFF–TAMARI
ORDERS
NICHOLAS J. WILLIAMS
Abstract. In 1996, Edelman and Reiner defined the two higher Stasheff–Tamari orders on
triangulations of cyclic polytopes and conjectured them to coincide. We open up an algebraic
angle for approaching this conjecture by showing how these orders arise naturally in the
representation theory of the higher Auslander algebras of type A, denoted Adn. For this we
give new combinatorial interpretations of the orders, making them comparable. We then
translate these combinatorial interpretations into the algebraic framework. We also show how
triangulations of odd-dimensional cyclic polytopes arise in the representation theory of Adn,
namely as equivalence classes of maximal green sequences. We furthermore give the odd-
dimensional counterpart to the known description of 2d-dimensional triangulations as sets
of non-intersecting d-simplices of a maximal size. This consists in a definition of two new
properties which imply that a set of d-simplices produces a (2d+1)-dimensional triangulation.
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1. Introduction
The primary aims of this paper are three-fold. Firstly, we give new combinatorial interpre-
tations of the two higher Stasheff–Tamari orders which clarify their natures and make them com-
parable to each other. Secondly, we give a novel description of triangulations of odd-dimensional
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2 NICHOLAS J. WILLIAMS
cyclic polytopes which gives the counterpart to the even-dimensional description in [OT12]. Fi-
nally, we show how the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders and triangulations of odd-dimensional
cyclic polytopes arise in the algebraic framework of the higher Auslander algebras of type A
from [OT12]. This opens up an algebraic angle for approaching the conjecture of Edelman and
Reiner that the two higher Stasheff–Tamari orders coincide.
Cyclic polytopes are the analogues of convex polygons in higher dimensions [Gal63]. For
this reason, cyclic polytopes possess important properties [McM70] and are found in many areas
of mathematics, such as higher category theory and algebraic K-theory [KV91, DK19b, Pog17,
DJW19], as well as game theory [SvS06, SvS16].
There is much that is unknown about cyclic polytopes. In general, there is no formula for the
number of triangulations of a cyclic polytope, although specific cases have been solved [AS02].
Such a formula would generalise the Catalan numbers, which count numerous combinatorial
objects [Sta15], including triangulations of convex polygons, binary trees, and bracketings. These
Catalan objects are ordered by the Tamari lattice [Tam62, HT72], a ubiquitous mathematical
structure which arises in many fields, such as computer science, topology, and physics [MHPS12].
In 1991, Kapranov and Voevodsky defined a higher-dimensional version of the Tamari lattice
on triangulations of cyclic polytopes. Edelman and Reiner then developed this by defining two
orders on triangulations of cyclic polytopes, known as the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders [ER96],
where the first higher Stasheff–Tamari order is the same as the order defined by Kapranov and
Voevodsky [Tho02a, Proposition 3.3]. In their paper, Edelman and Reiner conjectured the two
higher Stasheff–Tamari orders to coincide but, despite much work [Ram97, ERR00, Tho02a,
Tho02b, RR12], this conjecture remains open today.
In this paper, we open up a new algebraic approach for proving this conjecture by showing
how the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders arise within the representation theory of algebras. Op-
permann and Thomas show that triangulations of even-dimensional cyclic polytopes are related
to the representation theory of Adn [OT12], the higher Auslander algebras of type A. These
algebras were introduced by Iyama within the programme of higher Auslander–Reiten theory
[Iya07a, Iya07b, Iya11]. This is a new and active area of research within representation theory
which has found connections with non-commutative algebraic geometry [HIMO14] and homolog-
ical mirror symmetry [DJL19]. The relation between triangulations of even-dimensional cyclic
polytopes and the representation theory of Adn is a higher-dimensional version of the relation
between triangulations of convex polygons and cluster categories of type A. Cluster categories
were introduced in [BMR+06] as a categorification of the cluster algebras of Fomin and Zelevin-
sky [FZ02a], which have found applications to Poisson geometry [GSV03, GSV05], dynamical
systems [FZ02b], and Teichmu¨ller theory [FG06, FG09]. Cluster categories are a powerful tool
and have been used to solve open problems in mathematical physics [Kel13].
Our work in this paper reveals that the connection between triangulations of cyclic polytopes
and higher Auslander–Reiten theory is richer than previously known. Not only do triangulations
of odd-dimensional cyclic polytopes play a role, but the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders arise
naturally in this algebraic framework. This provides new insights into the combinatorial structure
of higher Auslander–Reiten theory and paves the way for an algebraic proof of the equivalence
of the orders.
In order to produce these algebraic interpretations of the orders, we require new combina-
torial interpretations. One reason that the Edelman–Reiner conjecture is difficult is that the
definitions of the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders make them hard to compare. The first order is
more combinatorial in nature; it is defined by means of covering relations, which are given by
increasing bistellar flips. A bistellar flip in two dimensions consists of flipping a diagonal in a
quadrilateral. The second order is more geometric in nature. Triangulations of a cyclic polytope
induce characteristic sections of the cyclic polytope one dimension larger. The second order
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holds when the characteristic section of one triangulation is above the characteristic section of
the other. The advantage of the first order is that its covering relations are clear; the advantage
of the second order is that one can directly compute when it holds, rather than having to search
for a sequence of increasing bistellar flips. The equivalence of the two orders would unite both
of these properties.
The second order ought to admit a combinatorial definition, since it is independent of the
geometric realisation of the polytope. A beautiful such definition was given in [Tho02b], but this
uses a different framework to triangulations, and does not conveniently accommodate the first
order. Other combinatorial descriptions of triangulations of cyclic polytopes have conveniently
accommodated the first order but not the second [Ram97]. In this paper we enable comparison
between the orders in a way previously impossible by giving combinatorial descriptions of both
orders in the same framework. We use these results to verify the Edelman–Reiner conjecture
in several new cases by writing programs in Sage. Furthermore, we use these programs to find
a counter-example to the conjecture that the first order is a lattice. As a corollary to the new
combinatorial interpretations, we give non-recursive realisations of the minimal embeddings of
the second order into Boolean lattices [Tho02b].
The key insight in this paper which makes these descriptions possible is that the higher
Stasheff–Tamari orders behave differently in odd and even dimensions, which ought therefore to
be treated separately. Our first result gives the following new combinatorial descriptions for the
first and second higher Stasheff–Tamari orders in even dimensions. We use 61 to denote the
first order and 62 to denote the second. We always describe the first order using its covering
relations, which are denoted l1. This makes the statements of the results simpler. We refer the
reader to Section 2.1 for the definition of intertwining d-simplices.
Theorem A (Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.6). For triangulations T and T ′ of a 2d-dimensional
cyclic polytope, we have that
(1) T l1 T ′ if and only if T ′ is the result of replacing a d-simplex of T by one which it
intertwines; and
(2) T 62 T ′ if and only if no d-simplex of T ′ intertwines a d-simplex of T .
The interpretation of the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders for odd dimensions is as follows.
Theorem B (Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.14). For triangulations T and T ′ of a (2d + 1)-
dimensional cyclic polytope, we have that
(1) T l1 T ′ if and only if the set of d-simplices of T ′ is the result of removing a d-simplex
from the set of d-simplices of T ; and
(2) T 62 T ′ if and only if the set of d-simplices of T contains the set of d-simplices of T ′.
Triangulations of even-dimensional cyclic polytopes are better understood than those in
odd dimensions. A triangulation of a 2d-dimensional cyclic polytope can be described as a set of
non-intersecting d-simplices of maximal size [OT12], just as a triangulation of a convex polygon
is a maximal set of non-intersecting arcs. To describe odd-dimensional triangulations we define
two new properties for collections of d-simplices which we call being supporting (Definition 4.9)
and being bridging (Definition 4.11). We show that if a collection of d-simplices is supporting
and bridging, then one can build a triangulation of a (2d+ 1)-dimensional cyclic polytope out of
them. This gives the following theorem.
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Theorem C (Theorem 4.1). Triangulations of the cyclic polytope C(m, 2d+1) are given by sets
of d-simplices which are supporting and bridging.
The new combinatorial descriptions from Theorems A and B allow us to give our algebraic
interpretations of the orders. Triangulations of the 2d-dimensional cyclic polytope with n + 2d
vertices correspond to tilting Adn-modules [OT12]. (Tilting modules are modules which induce
a weak form of equivalence between algebras [Hap88].) For the definition of Adn, the higher
Auslander algebra of type A, see Section 2.2. In even dimensions, the higher Stasheff–Tamari
orders induce classical orders on tilting modules introduced in [RS91], as stated in the following
theorem. This was already known for the special case of the Tamari lattice [BK04, Tho12]. For
the definition of a left mutation and of ⊥T see Section 2.2.
Theorem D (Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.10). Let T and T ′ be triangulations of a 2d-dimensional
cyclic polytope corresponding to tilting modules T and T ′ over Adn, the higher Auslander algebra
of type A. We then have that
(1) T l1 T ′ if and only if T ′ is a left mutation of T ; and
(2) T 62 T ′ if and only if ⊥T ⊂ ⊥T ′.
There is an alternative algebraic framework from [OT12], where triangulations of the 2d-
dimensional cyclic polytope with n+2d+1 vertices correspond to so-called cluster-tilting objects
for Adn. Cluster-tilting objects first arose in cluster categories, where they are the analogues of
tilting modules. There also exists a version of Theorem D in the cluster-tilting framework, which
is Theorem 3.14.
In odd dimensions we show that triangulations of cyclic polytopes correspond to equivalence
classes of maximal green sequences (Theorem 5.20). Maximal green sequences were introduced in
the context of Donaldson–Thomas invariants in mathematical physics [Kel11]. We define higher-
dimensional d-maximal green sequences as sequences of mutations of cluster-tilting objects from
the projectives to the shifted projectives, see Section 5.3. The orders induced in odd dimensions
by the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders are very natural, but have not previously been considered.
The Edelman–Reiner conjecture here corresponds to a stronger form of the “no-gap” conjecture
made in [BDP14], cases of which were proven in [GM19, HI19].
The algebraic description of the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders in odd dimensions is as
follows. For the definition of the equivalence relation see Section 5, and for the definition of an
increasing elementary polygonal deformation see Section 5.1.
Theorem E (Theorem 5.22). Let T and T ′ be triangulations of a (2d + 1)-dimensional cyclic
polytope corresponding to equivalence classes of d-maximal green sequences [G] and [G′] of Adn,
the higher Auslander algebra of type A. We then have that
(1) T l1 T ′ if and only if [G′] is an increasing elementary polygonal deformation of [G]; and
(2) T 62 T ′ if and only if the set of summands of [G] contains the set of summands of [G′].
Theorem E therefore belongs to the cluster-tilting framework, because d-maximal green
sequences are defined in terms of cluster-tilting objects. As before, there is a version of Theorem
E in the tilting framework, which is Theorem 5.6. In this introduction we state Theorem D in
the tilting framework and Theorem E in the cluster-tilting framework, because these are the
most natural frameworks for the respective theorems.
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A corollary of Theorem E is that the set of equivalence classes of maximal green sequences
of linearly oriented An is a lattice (Corollary 5.23). This is because in dimension 3 the two orders
are known to be equivalent and known to be lattices [ER96].
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give relevant background on cyclic
polytopes, their triangulations, and the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders. We also describe briefly
the higher Auslander–Reiten theory of Iyama. We divide the paper according to odd and even
dimensions. In Section 3 we give our combinatorial interpretations of the higher Stasheff–Tamari
orders for even-dimensional cyclic polytopes. We then show how these translate to orders on
tilting modules and cluster-tilting objects. We split this section in half, dealing with the first
order in Section 3.1 and the second order in Section 3.2. In Section 4, we classify triangulations
of (2d + 1)-dimensional cyclic polytopes in terms of their sets of d-simplices. In Section 5 we
give combinatorial descriptions of the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders for odd-dimensional cyclic
polytopes, similarly taking each order in turn. We then show how these orders translate to orders
on maximal chains of tilting modules and maximal green sequences. We report on the results of
our computer programs in Section 6.
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2. Background
In this section we give necessary information on cyclic polytopes, higher Auslander–Reiten
theory, and the relation between them shown in [OT12]. First, we set out some notational
conventions.
We use [m] to denote the set {1, . . . ,m}. By ([m]k ) we mean the set of subsets of [m] of size
k. For convenience, if A = {a0, . . . , ad} ⊆ [m], where a0 < · · · < ad, we write A = (a0, . . . , ad).
We also refer to A as a (d+ 1)-tuple here. We always follow the convention that if A ⊆ [m] and
#A = k + 1, then the elements of A are labelled A = (a0, . . . , ak). The same applies to other
letters of the alphabet: the upper case letter denotes the tuple; the lower case letter is used for
the elements, which are ordered according to their index starting from 0.
2.1. Cyclic polytopes. Cyclic polytopes should be thought of as higher-dimensional analogues
of convex polygons. General introductions to this class of polytopes can be found in [Zie95,
Lecture 0] and [Gru¨03, 4.7]. According to Gru¨nbaum, the construction of them in current use is
due to Gale [Gal63] and Klee [Kle63]. They were introduced and studied in the 1950s by Gale
[Gal55] and Motzkin [Mot57]. (The earlier work of Carathe´odory [Car07, Car11] is related, but
the convex bodies studied in these papers are not cyclic polytopes.)
A subset X ⊂ Rn is convex if for any x, x′ ∈ X, the line segment connecting x and x′
is contained in X. The convex hull conv(X) of X is the smallest convex set containing X or,
equivalently, the intersection of all convex sets containing X.
The moment curve is defined by p(t) := (t, t2, . . . , tδ) ⊂ Rδ for t ∈ R, where δ ∈ N>1.
Choose t1, . . . , tm ∈ R such that t1 < t2 < · · · < tm. The convex hull conv(p(t1), . . . , p(tm)) is
a cyclic polytope C(m, δ). More generally, if we have a subset (x0, . . . , xr) = X ⊆ [m], then we
write C(X, δ) for the convex hull conv(p(tx0), . . . , p(txr )).
A triangulation of a cyclic polytope C(m, δ) is a subdivision of C(m, δ) into δ-dimensional
simplices whose vertices are vertices of C(m, δ). We identify a triangulation of C(m, δ) with the
corresponding set of δ-simplices. We write S(m, δ) for the set of triangulations of C(m, δ).
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Figure 1. The cyclic polytopes C(6, 1), C(6, 2), C(6, 3)
[ER96, Figure 2]
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As explained in [Ram97], whether or not a collection of (δ+ 1)-subsets of {t1, . . . , tm} gives
the collection of δ-simplices of a triangulation is independent of the values of t1 < · · · < tm
defining C(m, δ). We therefore fix ti = i ∈ R throughout the paper and use [m] as the vertex
set of C(m, δ). One can thus describe k-dimensional simplices in C(m, δ) as (k + 1)-tuples with
elements in [m], where k 6 δ. A triangulation can be specified by giving the collection of (δ+ 1)-
tuples corresponding to the δ-simplices of the triangulation. We refer to the k-dimensional faces
of a simplex as k-faces. Given a k-tuple A ⊆ [m], we use |A|δ to refer to the geometric simplex
conv(A) in dimension δ. When the dimension is clear, we will drop the subscript. Additionally,
we always use Roman letters to refer to tuples and Greek letters to refer to geometric simplices.
(We relax the distinction between tuples and geometric simplices in the introduction in order to
make simpler statements of our main theorems.)
A circuit of a cyclic polytope C(m, δ) is a pair, (Z+, Z−), of disjoint sets of vertices of C(m, δ)
which are inclusion-minimal with the property that conv(Z+) ∩ conv(Z−) 6= ∅. It follows that
conv(Z+) and conv(Z−) intersect in a unique point. The circuits of a cyclic polytope admit a
combinatorial description. Following [OT12, Definition 2.2], if A,B ⊆ [m] are (d + 1)-tuples,
then we say that A intertwines B, and write A oB, if
a0 < b0 < a1 < b1 < · · · < ad < bd.
If either A o B or B o A, then we say that A and B are intertwining. (That is, we use ‘are
intertwining’ to refer to the symmetric closure of the relation ‘intertwines’.) A collection of
increasing (d + 1)-tuples is called non-intertwining if no pair of the elements are intertwining.
We also extend the terminology of [OT12, Definition 2.2] to the case where A is a d-tuple and
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B is a (d+ 1)-tuple. Here we say that A intertwines B, and write A oB, if
b0 < a0 < b1 < · · · < ad−1 < bd.
Then, by [BLVS+99, Proposition 9.4.1], the circuits of C(m, δ) are the pairs (A,B) and (B,A)
such that A is a (b δ2c+ 1)-tuple, B is a (d δ2e+ 1)-tuple, and A intertwines B.
A facet of C(m, δ) is a face of codimension one. The upper facets of C(m, δ) are those that
can be seen from a very large positive δ-th coordinate. The lower facets of C(m, δ) are those
that can be seen from a very large negative δ-th coordinate.
Given a tuple F ⊂ [m], we say that an element v ∈ [m] \ F is an even gap in S if #{x ∈
F | x > v} is even. Otherwise, it is an odd gap. A subset F ⊂ [m] is even if every v ∈ [m] \ F
is an even gap. A subset F ⊂ [m] is odd if every v ∈ [m] \ F is an odd gap. By Gale’s Evenness
Criterion [Gal63, Theorem 3][ER96, Lemma 2.3], given a δ-tuple F ⊂ [m], we have that |F | is
an upper facet if and only if F is an odd subset, and that |F | is a lower facet if and only if F is
an even subset.
The collection of lower facets {|F |δ+1} of C(m, δ+1) give a triangulation {|F |δ} of C(m, δ),
known as the lower triangulation. Likewise, the collection of upper facets of C(m, δ + 1) give a
triangulation of C(m, δ) known as the upper triangulation.
Indeed, every triangulation T of C(m, δ) determines a unique piecewise-linear section
sT : C(m, δ)→ C(m, δ + 1)
of C(m, δ + 1) by sending each δ-simplex |A|δ of T to |A|δ+1 in C(m, δ + 1), in the natural way.
Similarly, a δ-simplex |A| in C(m, δ) defines a map s|A| : |A| → C(m, δ + 1). The second higher
Stasheff–Tamari order on S(m, δ) is defined as
T 62 T ′ ⇐⇒ sT (x)δ+1 6 sT ′(x)δ+1 ∀x ∈ C(m, δ),
where sT (x)δ+1 denotes the (δ + 1)-th coordinate of the point sT (x). We write S2(m, δ) for the
poset on S(m, δ) this gives. Given triangulations T ∈ S(m, δ) and T ′ ∈ S(m, δ+ 1), we say that
T is a section of T ′ if sT (C(m, δ)) is contained in T ′ as a simplicial subcomplex.
We also use the following different interpretation of the second higher Stasheff–Tamari order.
A k-simplex Σ in C(m, δ) is submerged by the triangulation T ∈ S(m, δ) if the restriction of the
piecewise linear section sT to the simplex Σ has the property that
sΣ(x)δ+1 6 sT (x)δ+1
for all points x ∈ Σ. For a triangulation T of C(m, δ), the k-submersion set, subk(T ), is the set
of k-simplices Σ which are submerged by T . Given two triangulations T , T ′ ∈ S(m, δ), we have
that T 62 T ′ if and only if subd δ2 e(T ) ⊆ subd δ2 e(T
′) [ER96, Proposition 2.15].
We now define the first higher Stasheff–Tamari order. Consider the cyclic polytope C(δ +
2, δ). Then any triangulation T of C(δ+2, δ) determines a section sT : C(δ+2, δ)→ C(δ+2, δ+1).
But C(δ + 2, δ + 1) is a simplex. It therefore has only one triangulation and only two sections:
one corresponding to its upper facets and one corresponding to its lower facets. Hence the only
two triangulations of C(δ + 2, δ) are the upper triangulation and the lower triangulation. For
example, when δ = 2 the polytope C(δ + 2, δ) is a quadrilateral. This has two triangulations,
corresponding to the two possible diagonals.
Let T ∈ S(m, δ). Suppose that there exists a (δ + 2)-tuple X ⊆ [m] such that T restricts
to the lower triangulation of C(X, δ). Let T ′ be the triangulation obtained by replacing the
portion of T inside C(X, δ) with the upper triangulation of C(X, δ). We then say that T ′ is an
increasing bistellar flip of T and that T is a decreasing bistellar flip of T ′.
The covering relations of the first higher Stasheff–Tamari order are that T l1 T ′ if and
only if T ′ is an increasing bistellar flip of T . We write S1(m, δ) for the poset on S(m, δ) this
gives and 61 for the partial order itself. The first higher Stasheff–Tamari order was originally
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introduced by Kapranov and Voevodsky in [KV91, Definition 3.3] as the “higher Stasheff order”
using a slightly different definition. Thomas showed in [Tho02a, Proposition 3.3] that the higher
Stasheff order of Kapranov and Voevodsky was the same as the first higher Stasheff–Tamari
order of Edelman and Reiner.
General introductions to the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders can be found in [RR12] and
[DLRS10, Section 6.1].
2.2. Higher Auslander–Reiten theory. In this section let Λ be a finite-dimensional algebra
over a field K. We denote by mod Λ the category of finite-dimensional right Λ-modules. Given
a module M ∈ mod Λ, the subcategory addM consists of summands of direct sums of copies of
M .
Given a subcategory X ⊂ mod Λ and a map f : X → M , where X ∈ X and M ∈ mod Λ,
we say that f is a right X -approximation if for any X ′ ∈ X , the sequence
HomΛ(X
′, X)→ HomΛ(X ′,M)→ 0
is exact, following [AS80]. Left X -approximations are defined dually. The subcategory X is said
to be contravariantly finite if every M ∈ mod Λ admits a right X -approximation, and covariantly
finite if every M ∈ mod Λ admits a left X -approximation. If X is both contravariantly finite and
covariantly finite, then X is functorially finite.
Higher Auslander–Reiten theory was introduced by Iyama in [Iya07a, Iya07b, Iya11] as
a higher-dimensional generalisation of classical Auslander–Reiten theory. For more detailed
background to the theory, see the papers [JK19b, Jas16, GKO13, IO11, Iya08].
The following subcategories provide the setting for the higher theory. Let M be a functo-
rially finite subcategory of mod Λ. Then we call M d-cluster-tilting if
M = {X ∈ mod Λ | ∀i ∈ [d− 1],∀M ∈M,ExtiΛ(X,M) = 0}
= {X ∈ mod Λ | ∀i ∈ [d− 1],∀M ∈M,ExtiΛ(M,X) = 0}.
In the case d = 1, the conditions should be interpreted as being trivial, so that mod Λ is
the unique 1-cluster-tilting subcategory of mod Λ. If addM is a d-cluster-tilting subcategory, for
M ∈ mod Λ, then one says that M is a d-cluster-tilting module.
One says that Λ is weakly d-representation-finite if there exists a d-cluster-tilting module
in mod Λ, following [IO11, Definition 2.2]. If, additionally, gl.dim Λ 6 d, one says that Λ is
d-hereditary d-representation-finite, following [JK19a, Definition 1.25].
The canonical examples of d-representation-finite algebras are the higher Auslander algebras
of linearly oriented An, introduced by Iyama in [Iya11]. The construction we give here is based
on [OT12, Construction 3.4] and [IO11, Definition 5.1].
Following [OT12], we denote the sets
Idm := {(a0, . . . , ad) ∈ [m]d+1 | ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1}, ai+1 > ai + 2},
	
Idm := {(a0, . . . , ad) ∈ Idm | ad + 2 6 a0 +m}.
We say that a (d+ 1)-tuple A is separated if A ∈ Idm for some m.
Let Q(d,n) be the quiver with vertices
Q
(d,n)
0 := I
d−1
n+2d−2
and arrows
Q
(d,n)
1 := {A→ A+ 1i | A,A+ 1i ∈ Q(d,n)0 },
where
1i := (0, . . . , 0,
i
1, 0, . . . , 0).
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We multiply arrows by concatenation, so that
α−→ β−→= αβ.
Let Adn be the quotient of the path algebra KQ
(d,n) by the relations:
A→ A+ 1i → A+ 1i + 1j =
{
A→ A+ 1j → A+ 1i + 1j if A+ 1j ∈ Q(d,n)0
0 otherwise.
It is shown in [Iya11] that the algebra Adn is d-hereditary d-representation-finite with unique
basic d-cluster-tilting module M (d,n) and that
Ad+1n
∼= EndAdnM (d,n).
[OT12] gives two different algebraic frameworks for triangulations of cyclic polytopes, one
using tilting [OT12, Section 3, Section 4] and the other using cluster-tilting [OT12, Section 5,
Section 6]. Interesting results arise in both frameworks, so we choose to consider both. For
example, the tilting framework reveals connections with the orders on tilting modules studied
in [RS91, HU05]; and the cluster-tilting framework relates to maximal green sequences. For
consistency, we primarily prove results in the tilting framework. In Sections 3.3 and 5.3 we
indicate the analogues of these results in the cluster-tilting framework. We now explain the two
different settings.
2.2.1. Tilting. Tilting modules of projective dimension one were defined by Brenner and Butler
[BB80] as a generalisation of BGP reflection functors [BGP73, APR79]. Miyashita defined tilting
modules of higher projective dimension [Miy86]. This was in turn generalised by Cline, Parshall,
and Scott, whose definition we use here [CPS86, Definition 2.3]. Given a Λ-module T , we say
that T is a tilting module if:
(1) the projective dimension of T is finite;
(2) ExtiΛ(T, T ) = 0 for all i > 0; that is, T is rigid ;
(3) there is an exact sequence 0→ Λ→ T0 → · · · → Ts → 0 with each Ti ∈ addT .
Given a d-representation-finite algebra Λ with d-cluster-tilting module M and tilting mod-
ules T, T ′ ∈ addM , we say that T ′ is a left mutation of T if and only if T = E ⊕X,T ′ = E ⊕ Y
and there is an exact sequence
0→ X → E1 → · · · → Ed → Y → 0
where X and Y are indecomposable and Ei ∈ addE. We say that (X,Y ) is the exchange pair
of the mutation.
Given a tilting module T ∈ addM (d,n), we denote
⊥T := {X ∈ addM (d,n) | ExtiAdn(X,T ) = 0 ∀i > 0}.
The set T⊥ is defined dually. Since gl.dimAdn 6 d and addM (d,n) is a d-cluster-tilting subcate-
gory, we have that
⊥T = {X ∈ addM (d,n) | ExtdAdn(X,T ) = 0}.
By [OT12, Theorem 1.1], there are bijections between
• elements of Idn+2d,
• d-simplices of C(n+ 2d, 2d) which do not lie in any lower facet, and
• indecomposable direct summands of M (d,n).
These induce bijections between
• non-intertwining collections of (n+d−1d ) (d+ 1)-tuples in Idn+2d,
• triangulations of C(n+ 2d, 2d), and
• basic tilting Adn-modules contained in M (d,n),
and also bijections between
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• elements of 	I2dn+2d,
• internal d-simplices of C(n+ 2d, 2d), and
• indecomposable non-projective-injective direct summands of M (d,n).
Here an internal simplex of C(m, 2d) is one that does not lie in any facet of the polytope.
Given a triangulation T ∈ S(n + 2d, 2d), we write e(T ) for the corresponding set of non-
intertwining (d+ 1)-tuples in Idn+2d, following [OT12]. Given an element A ∈ Idn+2d, we use MA
to refer to the corresponding indecomposable summand of M (d,n). The following proposition is
key to our algebraic characterisation of the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders in even dimensions.
Proposition 2.1. [OT12, Theorem 3.6(4)] We have that ExtdAdn(MB ,MA) 6= 0 if and only if
A oB.
2.2.2. Cluster-tilting. Our set-up for cluster-tilting is slightly different from that of [OT12] be-
cause we wish to consider orders on triangulations. Hence we consider a subcategory of the
derived category rather than the higher cluster category OAdn they define. This follows the
practice of other authors, such as [HI19].
Let Λ be a d-hereditary d-representation-finite algebra with d-cluster-tilting module M . Let
DΛ := Db(mod Λ) be the bounded derived category of finitely generated Λ-modules. We denote
the shift functor in the derived category by [1] and its d-th power by [d] := [1]d. Let
UΛ := add {M [id] ∈ DΛ | i ∈ Z}
be a subcategory of DΛ. This is a (d+ 2)-angulated category in the sense of [GKO13]. Consider
the subcategory VΛ := add (M ⊕ Λ[d]) of UΛ.
We say thatN ∈ VΛ is rigid if HomUΛ(N,N [d]) = 0. We say thatN is exceptional if it is rigid
and indecomposable. Two exceptional modules N1, N2 ∈ VΛ are called compatible if N1 ⊕N2 is
rigid. We say that T ∈ VΛ is a (basic) cluster-tilting object if T has m indecomposable summands
which are pairwise compatible exceptional objects, where m is the number of indecomposable
summands of Λ as a Λ-module. Note that both Λ and Λ[d] are cluster-tilting objects.
Given two cluster-tilting objects T, T ′ ∈ VΛ, we say that T ′ is a left mutation of T if
T = E ⊕X, T ′ = E ⊕ Y and there exists a (d+ 2)-angle
X → E1 → · · · → Ed → Y → X[d].
We say that (X,Y ) is the exchange pair of the mutation.
As before, given a cluster-tilting object T ∈ VAdn , we denote
⊥T := {X ∈ VAdn | HomDAdn (X,T [i]) = 0 ∀i > 0}
= {X ∈ VAdn | HomDAdn (X,T [d]) = 0}.
Remark 2.2. The indecomposable objects of VΛ are in bijection with indecomposable objects of
the cluster category OΛ defined in [OT12, Definition 5.22] by [OT12, Theorem 5.2(1)]. However,
it is not clear for general Λ that our cluster-tilting objects always correspond to cluster-tilting
objects in this cluster category, as defined in [OT12, Definition 5.3]. We call these Oppermann–
Thomas cluster-tilting objects. This is because it is not clear that the images of our cluster-tilting
objects in OΛ will always satisfy [OT12, Definition 5.3(2)]. But it is true that Oppermann–
Thomas cluster-tilting objects always give cluster-tilting objects in our sense, because they must
always havem summands, as shown in [Rei19]. Note that for the algebrasAdn, however, our notion
of cluster-tilting coincides exactly with the notion of Oppermann–Thomas cluster-tilting, since
by [OT12, Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2] Oppermann–Thomas cluster-tilting objects for Adn are
precisely rigid objects with the maximum number of non-isomorphic indecomposable summands.
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By [OT12, Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2] there are bijections between:
• elements of 	Idn+2d+1,
• internal d-simplices of C(n+ 2d+ 1, 2d),
• indecomposable objects in VAdn , and
• indecomposable non-projective-injective direct summands of M (d,n+1).
These induce bijections between:
• non-intertwining collections of (n+d−1d ) (d+ 1)-tuples in 	Idn+2d+1,
• triangulations of C(n+ 2d+ 1, 2d),
• basic cluster-tilting objects in VAdn , and
• basic tilting Adn+1-modules contained in M (d,n+1).
Moreover, the following analogue of Proposition 2.1 holds in the cluster-tilting framework. Hence,
we may translate freely between the tilting and cluster-tilting frameworks.
Proposition 2.3. [OT12, Proof of Proposition 6.1] We have that HomU
Adn
(MB ,MA[d]) 6= 0 if
and only if A oB.
3. The higher Stasheff–Tamari orders in even dimensions
In this section, we give new combinatorial interpretations of the higher Stasheff–Tamari
orders on triangulations of even-dimensional cyclic polytopes using the framework for triangu-
lations from [OT12]. We then show how these orders translate to orders on tilting Adn-modules,
giving the algebraic interpretation. We finally note how one can equally interpret the orders
algebraically using cluster-tilting objects for Adn instead.
Remark 3.1. The higher Stasheff–Tamari orders behave differently in even and odd dimensions.
In even dimensions, both posets are self-dual, whereas neither is self-dual in odd dimensions;
likewise, in odd dimensions both posets possess an involution which does not exist in even
dimensions [ER96, Proposition 2.11]. The first order is a ranked poset in odd dimensions, but
neither order is ranked in even dimensions [Ram97, Corollary 1.2]. These properties indicate
that the orders are suited to different combinatorial interpretations in odd and even dimensions.
The following lemma is key to proving our combinatorial interpretations of the higher
Stasheff–Tamari orders in even dimensions.
Lemma 3.2. Let |A|2d and |B|2d be d-simplices in C(m, 2d). Then A oB if and only if we have
that |A∪B|2d+1 is a (2d+1)-simplex with |A|2d+1 the intersection of its lower facets, and |B|2d+1
the intersection of its upper facets.
Proof. Let A ∪ B =: S. If #S < 2d+ 2, then A and B cannot be intertwining. Hence, suppose
that #S = 2d+ 2, so that |A∪B|2d+1 is a (2d+ 1)-simplex. Then, by Gale’s Evenness Criterion,
the intersection of the lower facets of S is |(s0, s2, . . . , s2d)|2d+1 and the intersection of the upper
facets is |(s1, s3, . . . , s2d+1)|2d+1. 
3.1. First order. We start by showing our combinatorial interpretation of the first higher
Stasheff–Tamari order.
By [OT12, Theorem 4.1], triangulations T , T ′ ∈ S(m, 2d) are bistellar flips of each other
if and only if e(T ) and e(T ′) have all but one (d + 1)-tuple in common. This can then be
strengthened to the following.
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Theorem 3.3. For T , T ′ ∈ S(m, 2d), we have that T l1 T ′ if and only if e(T ) = U ∪ {A} and
e(T ′) = U ∪ {B} and A oB.
Proof. Consider a bistellar flip between T and T ′ inside C(S, 2d), where S ∈ ( [m]2d+2). By
Lemma 3.2, the only d-simplex contained in upper facets of |S|2d+1 but not any lower facets
is |(s1, s3, . . . , s2d+1)|2d+1. Similarly the only d-simplex contained in lower facets but not any
upper facets is |(s0, s2, . . . , s2d)|2d+1. Moreover, these are both internal d-simplices in C(m, 2d),
since (s1, s3, . . . , s2d+1), (s0, s2, . . . , s2d) ∈ 	Idm. Hence an increasing bistellar flip inside C(S, 2d)
involves exchanging (s0, . . . , s2d) for (s1, . . . , s2d+1). Therefore, if T ′ is an increasing bistellar
flip of T , we have that e(T ) = U ∪ {A} and e(T ′) = U ∪ {B} and A oB.
Conversely, suppose that we have e(T ) = U ∪ {A} and e(T ′) = U ∪ {B} and A o B. By
[OT12, Theorem 4.1] and its proof, we have that T ′ is the result of a bistellar flip of T which
takes place inside C(A ∪ B, 2d). Then, by the previous paragraph, this must be an increasing
bistellar flip. 
This theorem can be interpreted algebraically.
Theorem 3.4. Let T , T ′ ∈ S(n+2d, 2d) with corresponding tilting Adn-modules T and T ′. Then
T l1 T ′ if and only if T ′ is a left mutation of T .
Proof. Proposition 2.1 and [OT12, Theorem 3.8] imply that T ′ is a left mutation of T if and only
if T = E⊕MA, T ′ = E⊕MB and A oB. By Theorem 3.3, this is true if and only if T l1 T ′. 
Example 3.5. We illustrate the results of this section with an example. Consider the cyclic
polytope C(6, 4). This has two triangulations, T and T ′. We have that
e(T ) = {135, 136, 146},
e(T ′) = {136, 146, 246}.
To keep the notation light, we omit brackets and commas from tuples, so that 135 = (1, 3, 5).
Hence Theorem 3.3 shows us that T ′ is an increasing bistellar flip of T , since e(T ) and e(T ′)
have all but one 3-tuple in common, and 135 o 246.
The algebra A22 is
14
13 24,
which we henceforth abbreviate
2
1 3.
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The 2-cluster-tilting subcategory of modA22 is
3
2
3 2
1
1.
The corresponding internal d-simplices of C(6, 4) are given by
M136
M135 M146
M246.
Then T and T ′ correspond to the respective tilting modules
T := 3⊕
3
2⊕
2
1
,
T ′ :=
3
2⊕
2
1⊕ 1.
We have that T ′ is a left mutation of T via the exact sequence
0→ 3→ 3
2→ 2
1→ 1→ 0.
3.2. Second order. In this section we prove our combinatorial and algebraic interpretations
of the second order in even dimensions. We start with the combinatorial interpretation of the
second order, which is as follows.
Theorem 3.6. Let T , T ′ ∈ S(m, 2d). Then T 62 T ′ if and only if for every A ∈ e(T ), there is
no B ∈ e(T ′) such that B oA.
To prove this theorem we use the following combinatorial characterisation of submersion in
even dimensions. This was shown for d = 1 in [ER96, Proposition 3.2].
Proposition 3.7. Let T ∈ S(m, 2d). Let |A| be an internal d-simplex in C(m, 2d). Then |A| is
submerged by T if and only if there is no B ∈ e(T ) such that B oA.
Proof. We prove the backwards direction first. Suppose that |A| is not submerged by T , so that
there is a point x in |A| such that s|A|(x)2d+1 > sT (x)2d+1. We split into two cases, depending
on whether s|A|(y)2d+1 > sT (y)2d+1 for all y ∈ ˚|A|, or whether there are also some y ∈ ˚|A| such
that sA(y)2d+1 6 sT (y)2d+1.
In the first case, there must be a B ∈ e(T ) such that A and B are intertwining, since
A /∈ e(T ). By Lemma 3.2, |A|2d+1 must the intersection of either the lower facets or the upper
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facets of the (2d+ 1)-simplex |A ∪B|2d+1. We have that ˚|A| and ˚|B| intersect in a unique point
y ∈ C(m, 2d), since (A,B) is a circuit. By assumption, s|A|(y)2d+1 > sT (y)2d+1 = s|B|(y)2d+1.
This means that |A|2d+1 must be the intersection of the upper facets of |A∪B|2d+1. Hence B oA
by Lemma 3.2.
In the second case, by continuity, we must have a point z in ˚|A| such that s|A|(z)2d+1 =
sT (z)2d+1. Hence, z is a point of intersection between |A|2d+1 and the image of T under sT .
The point z must be contained in a 2d-simplex |S|2d+1 of T . Then, by the description of the
circuits in C(m, 2d+ 1), there must exist s′i ∈ {s0, . . . , s2d} such that
s′0 < a0 < s
′
1 < a1 < · · · < s′d < ad < s′d+1.
Then B = (s′0, . . . , s
′
d) is a (d+ 1)-tuple of e(T ) such that B oA.
Now we prove the forwards direction by contraposition. If there is a B ∈ e(T ) such that
B oA, then |A|2d+1 is the intersection of the upper facets of the (2d+ 1)-simplex |A ∪B|2d+1 in
the canonical section sT of T and |B|2d+1 is the intersection of the lower facets, by Lemma 3.2.
We have that ˚|A|2d and ˚|B|2d intersect in a unique point x. Then s|B|(x)2d+1 = sT (x)2d+1 <
s|A|(x)2d+1. But this means that |A| is not submerged by T . 
The following lemma holds that, in order to have T 62 T ′, it is sufficient that T ′ submerges
the d-simplices of T .
Lemma 3.8. Let T , T ′ ∈ S(m, 2d). Then T 62 T ′ if and only if every d-simplex of T is
submerged by T ′.
Proof. The forwards direction is clear. Conversely, suppose that every d-simplex of T is sub-
merged by T ′. Since every point in C(m, 2d) lies in a 2d-simplex of T , it suffices to show that
every 2d-simplex of T is submerged by T ′. Suppose that there is a 2d-simplex |A| of T such that
|A| is not submerged by T ′. Some of the d-faces of A must be internal d-simplices. Otherwise,
by the description of the circuits of C(m, 2d), no simplex in C(m, 2d) can intersect |A| This is
impossible unless |A| = C(m, 2d), in which case the result is vacuous, because there is only one
triangulation. We can assume that the 2d-simplex |A| has at least one face which is an internal
d-simplex not belonging to T ′. Otherwise, |A| is a 2d-simplex of T ′ by [OT12, Lemma 2.15].
Hence let |A′| be a d-face of |A| which is an internal d-simplex not belonging to T ′. Then,
since |A′| is submerged by T ′, there exist points x ∈ |A′| ⊂ |A| such that s|A′|(x)2d+1 =
s|A|(x)2d+1 < sT ′(x). Since |A| is not submerged by T ′, there must also be y ∈ |A| such
that s|A|(y)2d+1 > sT ′(y). Therefore |A|2d+1 intersects sT ′(C(m, 2d)) by continuity. By the
description of the circuits of C(m, 2d+ 1), there must either be a d-face |F | of |A| and a (d+ 1)-
simplex |G| of T ′ such that F o G, or a (d + 1)-face |G| of |A| and a d-simplex of T ′ such that
F oG. In the first case, (g0, . . . , gd) o F , so that F is not submerged by T ′ by Proposition 3.7, a
contradiction. In the second case, (g1, . . . , gd+1) is a d-face of |A| which is not submerged by T ′
by Proposition 3.7, since F o (g1, . . . , gd+1), which is also a contradiction. 
Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 3.8 together prove Theorem 3.6. We now interpret this theorem
algebraically. The following is entailed by Proposition 3.7 and Proposition 2.1.
Corollary 3.9. Let T ∈ S(n + 2d, 2d) with corresponding tilting Adn-module T . Let |A| be an
internal d-simplex in C(n+2d, 2d) with corresponding indecomposable Adn-module MA. Then |A|
is submerged by T if and only if MA ∈ ⊥T .
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Theorem 3.10. Let T , T ′ ∈ S(n + 2d, 2d) with corresponding tilting Adn-modules T and T ′.
Then T 62 T ′ if and only if ⊥T ⊆ ⊥T ′.
Proof. We use the interpretation of S2(n + 2d, 2d) in terms of d-submersion sets and apply
Corollary 3.9.
Suppose that ⊥T ⊆ ⊥T ′. Let |A| be a d-simplex of C(n + 2d, 2d). Since d-simplices which
are on upper or lower facets of C(n+2d, 2d) are in, and hence submerged by, every triangulation,
we suppose that |A| is internal. Suppose that |A| is submerged by T . Then, by Corollary 3.9,
MA ∈ ⊥T ⊆ ⊥T ′. Therefore |A| is submerged by T ′, and so T 62 T ′.
Suppose that T 62 T ′. Let MA ∈ ⊥T be an indecomposable Adn-module corresponding to
a d-simplex |A| in C(n + 2d, 2d). If MA is projective-injective, then it follows that MA ∈ ⊥T ′
immediately. Hence, we suppose that MA is not projective-injective, so that |A| is an internal
d-simplex of C(n+ 2d, 2d). It follows by Corollary 3.9 that |A| is submerged by T , and so by T ′
as well. Then we have that MA ∈ ⊥T ′, so ⊥T ⊆ ⊥T ′. 
Remark 3.11. Theorems 3.4 and 3.10 open up the Edelman–Reiner conjecture to the techniques
of homological algebra. The orders in these theorems are higher-dimensional versions of the
orders on tilting modules introduced in [RS91]. These were shown to have the same Hasse
diagram in [HU05], which implies that the two classical orders are equal for a representation-
finite algebra. A higher dimensional version of this result would entail the equivalence of the
higher Stasheff–Tamari orders in even dimensions.
Remark 3.12. Since the result [HU05, Theorem 2.1] holds for d = 1, this provides a neat algebraic
proof of the result that the two higher Stasheff–Tamari orders are equal in dimension two [ER96,
Theorem 3.8].
Example 3.13. We illustrate how the second higher Stasheff–Tamari order figures in Example
3.5. Recall that we considered the cyclic polytope C(6, 4), which has two triangulations T and
T ′, where e(T ) = {135, 136, 146} and e(T ′) = {136, 146, 246}. These correspond respectively to
the tilting A22-modules T = 3⊕ 3
2⊕ 2
1 and T ′ = 3
2⊕ 2
1⊕ 1.
We have that T 62 T ′, since there are no tuples B ∈ e(T ′) and A ∈ e(T ) such that B o A.
The only pair of tuples respectively from e(T ) and e(T ′) which are intertwining are 135 and 246,
but we have 135 o 246.
On the algebraic side, we have that ⊥T = add
{
3 , 3
2 , 2
1
}
and ⊥T ′ = add
{
3 , 3
2 , 2
1 , 1
}
, so
that ⊥T ⊆ ⊥T ′.
3.3. Cluster-tilting. By similar arguments, the combinatorial characterisations of the higher
Stasheff–Tamari orders given in Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.6 translate into the following orders
on cluster-tilting objects.
Theorem 3.14. Let T , T ′ ∈ S(n+ 2d+ 1, 2d) correspond to cluster-tilting objects T, T ′ ∈ VAdn .
(1) We have that T l1 T ′ if and only if T ′ is a left mutation of T .
(2) We have that T 62 T ′ if and only if ⊥T ⊆ ⊥T ′.
4. Triangulations of odd-dimensional cyclic polytopes
In this section we characterise triangulations of (2d+1)-dimensional cyclic polytopes in terms
of their d-simplices. This gives the odd-dimensional counterpart to the description in [OT12] of
triangulations of even-dimensional cyclic polytopes as sets of non-intersecting d-simplices of a
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maximal size. It is far from obvious what the counterpart description for odd dimensions should
look like. In a (2d+ 1)-dimensional cyclic polytope, d-simplices do not intersect each other, and
numbers of simplices vary between triangulations, so that there is no notion of maximal size.
One appealing way of solving these problems might be to describe triangulations of (2d+1)-
dimensional cyclic polytopes as inclusion-maximal sets of non-intersecting d-simplices and (d+1)-
simplices. This is an approach based on the even-dimensional model. However, there are two
issues here. The first issue is that a non-intersecting collection of simplices which is maximal with
respect to adding more simplices does not necessarily give a triangulation of a cyclic polytope,
as first shown in [Ram97, Example 4.5]. This is why maximality of size is required in even
dimensions, rather than simply maximality with respect to inclusion. But, as discussed above,
numbers of simplices vary between triangulations in odd dimensions. The second issue is that, by
[Dey93], a triangulation of a (2d+1)-dimensional cyclic polytope is determined by its d-simplices,
so that including the (d+ 1)-simplices in a description is redundant.
We solve these problems by taking an approach which is distinctive to odd dimensions, rather
than using the even-dimensional model. We describe triangulations of (2d+1)-dimensional cyclic
polytopes in terms of their d-simplices by defining two new properties which imply that a given
set of d-simplices arises from a triangulation. Indeed, we prove the following theorem, which we
build up to using a series of lemmas. We extend our notation by using e˚(T ) to denote the set of
tuples corresponding to internal d-simplices of T , where T is a triangulation of C(m, 2d+ 1).
Theorem 4.1. There is a bijection via T 7→ e˚(T ) between triangulations of C(m, 2d + 1) and
subcollections of Jdm which are supporting and bridging.
We begin by characterising the internal d-simplices of C(m, 2d+ 1).
Definition 4.2. We define the set
Jdm := {(a0, . . . , ad) ∈ Idm | a0 6= 1, ad 6= m}.
Lemma 4.3. Let A ∈ ( [m]d+1). Then |A| is an internal d-simplex of C(m, 2d + 1) if and only if
A ∈ Jdm.
Proof. One way to see this is to note that |A| is an internal d-simplex if and only if there is a
(d + 1)-simplex |B| in C(m, 2d + 1) such that A o B, so that the two intersect. But such a B
exists if and only if A ∈ Jdm.
Alternatively, one can apply Gale’s Eveness Criterion, which entails that the vertices of an
upper facet of C(m, 2d + 1) consist of m together with d disjoint pairs of consecutive integers,
and the vertices of a lower facet consist of 1 together with d disjoint pairs of consecutive integers.
Hence |A| is not contained in a facet if and only if A ∈ Jdm. 
The even-dimensional counterpart of the following result was shown in [OT12, Proposition
2.13].
Lemma 4.4. Let T ∈ S(m, 2d + 1). Let |A| be an internal d-simplex of T . Then there is a
unique (2d+ 1)-simplex |A ∪B| of T such that B is a (d+ 1)-tuple with B oA.
Proof. Since |A| is an internal d-simplex of T , the points immediately below |A| must lie in a
unique (2d + 1)-simplex |S|. Then |A| is a d-face of |S|, and hence is the intersection of d + 1
facets of |S|. The simplex |S| has d+ 1 upper facets and d+ 1 lower facets, by Gale’s Evenness
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Criterion. Then |A| must be the intersection of the upper facets of |S|, otherwise |A| lies in a
lower facet of |S|, and so |S| cannot contain the points immediately below |A|. But then, by
Lemma 3.2, we must have that S = A ∪B, where B oA. 
By [Dey93], we know that it is possible to reconstruct a triangulation of a point configuration
in Rδ on the basis of knowing only its b δ2c-faces. Hence we can reconstruct a triangulation of
C(m, 2d + 1) from its d-simplices alone. However, in the manner of [OT12, Lemma 2.15], we
affirm this result by showing what the reconstructed triangulation looks like.
Lemma 4.5. Let T ∈ S(m, 2d+ 1). Then T is determined by e˚(T ). In particular,
(1) the (d+ 1)-simplices of T are those
• whose d-faces |A| are either such that A ∈ e˚(T ) or such that A /∈ Jdm, and
• which are such that there is no d-simplex of T which intersects them;
(2) the k-simplices of T for k > d+ 1 are those whose (d+ 1)-faces satisfy (1).
Proof. Let |A| be a (d + 1)-simplex of T . Then clearly |A| cannot intersect any d-simplices of
T . Moreover, every d-face |B| of |A| is either internal, so that B ∈ e˚(T ), or not internal, so that
B /∈ Jdm. If |A| is a k-simplex of T for k > d+ 1, then all of the (d+ 1)-faces of |A| must satisfy
(1) for these reasons.
Conversely, if |A| is not a k-simplex of T for some k > (d + 1), then |A| must intersect
a (2d + 1)-simplex of T . By the description of the circuits of C(m, 2d + 1), either |A| has a
d-face |Ad| which intersects a (d+ 1)-simplex |Bd+1| of T , or |A| has a (d+ 1)-face |Ad+1| which
intersects a d-simplex |Bd| of T . In the first case, Ad cannot be in e˚(T ), so any (d + 1)-face of
|A| containing |Ad| does not satisfy (1). In the second case, |Ad+1| does not satisfy (1). 
It is useful to think of increasing bistellar flips in the following way in odd dimensions. This
is the odd-dimensional version of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 4.6. Let |A|2d+1 and |B|2d+1 be, respectively, a d-simplex and a (d + 1)-simplex in
C(m, 2d + 1). Then A o B if and only if we have that |A ∪ B|2d+2 is a (2d + 2)-simplex with
|A|2d+2 the intersection of its lower facets, and |B|2d+2 the intersection of its upper facets.
Proof. Let A∪B =: S. If #S < 2d+3, then A and B cannot be intertwining. Hence suppose that
#S = 2d+3, so that |A∪B|2d+2 is a (2d+2)-simplex. We then apply Gale’s Evenness Criterion.
The vertices of a lower facet of C(S, 2d+2) miss out an even entry of S. The intersection of these
tuples is (s1, s3, . . . , s2d+1). The vertices of an upper facet of C(A ∪B, 2d+ 2) miss out an odd
entry of S. Their intersection is (s0, s2, . . . , s2d+2). Therefore A o B if and only if |A|2d+2 is the
intersection of the lower facets of |S|2d+2 and |B|2d+2 is the intersection of its upper facets. 
Corollary 4.7. Let A ∈ ( [m]d+1) and B ∈ ( [m]d+2) such that A oB. Then the only internal d-simplex
of the lower triangulation of C(A∪B, 2d+1) is |A|, and the upper triangulation of C(A∪B, 2d+1)
has no internal d-simplices.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.6. 
Hence we think of bistellar flips in odd dimensions as replacing a d-simplex with a (d+ 1)-
simplex which intersects it. Note that these form two halves of a circuit.
We now derive the properties which characterise triangulations of odd-dimensional cyclic
polytopes. The following lemma is shown for d = 1 in [ER96, Lemma 4.3].
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Lemma 4.8. Let T ∈ S(m, 2d+ 1). Suppose that |A| is an internal d-simplex of T . Then there
is a d-tuple A′ such that A′ o A and for every (d + 1)-tuple B ⊂ A ∪ A′ we have that |B| is a
d-simplex of T .
Proof. By [Ram97, Theorem 1.1], T can be represented by a chain of triangulations T0l1 · · ·l1Tr
in S1(m, 2d). There is therefore a triangulation Ti of C(m, 2d) which is a section of T and which
contains the d-simplex |A|. By [OT12, Proposition 2.13], there is a 2d-simplex |A ∪ A′| of Ti,
where A′ oA. This 2d-simplex |A∪A′| is, moreover, a 2d-simplex of T . It then follows that every
d-face of |A ∪A′| is a d-simplex of T . 
Definition 4.9. Let X ⊆ Jdm. We say that X is supporting if for any A ∈ X there is a d-tuple
A′ such that A′ o A and, for every (d + 1)-tuple B ⊂ A ∪ A′ such that B ∈ Jdm, we have that
B ∈ X.
The inspiration for the following lemma comes from [ER96, Proposition 3.3, D3, and Propo-
sition 4.2, T3], which concern simplified versions of the property for dimensions 2 and 3, applied
to submersion sets.
Lemma 4.10. Let T ∈ S(m, 2d+ 1). Let
|A| := |(x0, . . . , xi−1, ai, . . . , aj−1, xj , . . . , xd)|, |B| := |(x0, . . . , xi−1, bi, . . . , bj−1, xj , . . . , xd)|
be internal d-simplices of T , where possibly i = 0 or j = d, or both. Suppose these are such that
(ai, . . . , aj) o (bi, . . . , bj). Then
|Sk| := |(x0, . . . , xi−1, ai, . . . , ak−1, bk, . . . , bj−1, xj . . . , xd)|
is an internal d-simplex of T for all i 6 k 6 j.
Proof. Firstly, note that if A,B ∈ Jdm, then Sk ∈ Jdm.
We use induction on increasing bistellar flips of the triangulation: all triangulations of
C(m, 2d+1) can be reached via increasing bistellar flips from the lower triangulation by [Ram97,
Theorem 1.1]. In the base case, which is the lower triangulation of C(m, 2d+ 1), all d-simplices
are simplices of the triangulation T . Hence the result holds trivially in this case.
We use contradiction to show the inductive step. Suppose that we perform an increasing bis-
tellar flip on T by removing the d-simplex |Sk| = |(x0, . . . , xi−1, ai, . . . , ak−1, bk, . . . , bj−1, xj . . . , xd)|
for k ∈ (i, j), so that we replace it with a (d+ 1)-simplex |F | = |(f0, . . . , fd+1)| such that Sk o F .
Then |F | cannot intersect |Sk′ | for k′ 6= k, since, by the induction hypothesis, these are d-simplices
of T . Thus we must have ak 6 fk and fk 6 bk−1, otherwise Sk+1 oF or Sk−1 oF , respectively. But
this is a contradiction, since bk−1 < ak. Hence we can never perform an increasing bistellar flip
by removing Sk, which means that the above property must be preserved by increasing bistellar
flips. 
Definition 4.11. Let X ⊆ Jdm. We say that X is bridging if whenever
A := (x0, . . . , xi−1, ai, . . . , aj−1, xj , . . . , xd), B := (x0, . . . , xi−1, bi, . . . , bj−1, xj , . . . , xd) ∈ X,
where possibly i = 0 or j = d, or both, such that (ai, . . . , aj) o (bi, . . . , bj), we have that
Sk := (x0, . . . , xi−1, ai, . . . , ak−1, bk, . . . , bj−1, xj . . . , xd) ∈ X
for all i 6 k 6 j.
Our strategy is now to see how the properties of being supporting and being bridging are af-
fected by operations on triangulations. This will allow us to inductively construct a triangulation
from a set of tuples which is supporting and bridging.
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Definition 4.12. Let X ⊆ Jdm. We define
X/1 := {(a0, . . . , ad) ∈ X | a0 6= 2},
X\{1, 2} := {(a1, . . . , ad) | (2, a1, . . . , ad) ∈ X}.
Given a tuple A ∈ X with 1 /∈ A, we define 1 ? A := {1} ∪ A. If 1 /∈ A for all A ∈ X, we define
1 ? X := {1 ? A | A ∈ X}. We similarly define 2 ? X, and so on.
Note here that our notation is the same as [OT12, Definition 2.17], but our operations
are different. This is because we want these operations on sets of tuples to correspond to the
following operations on triangulations. These are the same as considered by [OT12, Definition
2.16], only we consider them in odd dimensions.
For a triangulation T of C(m, δ), we define T /1 to be the triangulation of C(m − 1, δ)
obtained by continuously deforming T by moving vertex 1 along the moment curve until it
coincides with vertex 2.
It is well-known that the triangulation of the vertex figure at 1 induced by a triangulation
of C(m, δ) gives a triangulation of C([2,m], δ − 1) [RS00, Lemma 3.1]. For a triangulation T of
C(m, δ), we define T \1 to be the triangulation of C([2,m], δ − 1) given by the triangulation of
the vertex figure at 1 of T . Similarly, we define T \{1, 2} := (T \1)\2.
For a triangulation T of C(Y, δ − 1) and x /∈ Y , we denote by x ? T the set of δ-simplices
{|x ? S| | |S| is a (δ − 1)-simplex of T }
in C({x} ∪ Y, δ). This is in general only a partial triangulation.
Lemma 4.13. Let T ∈ S(m, 2d + 1) with e˚(T ) its set of internal d-simplices. Then e˚(T /1) =
e˚(T )/1.
Proof. Let A be a (d + 1)-tuple in e˚(T /1). Then we cannot have a0 = 2, otherwise |A| is a
boundary d-simplex. Hence a0 > 2. But then the pre-image of |A| under the contraction 1→ 2
must be |A|. Therefore A ∈ e˚(T )/1.
Conversely, let A be a (d + 1)-tuple in e˚(T )/1. Then A ∈ e˚(T ) and a0 > 2. Hence |A| is
unaffected by the contraction 1→ 2, and so A ∈ e˚(T /1). 
Lemma 4.14. Let T ∈ S(m, 2d+1) with e˚(T ) its set of internal d-simplices. Then e˚(T \{1, 2}) =
e˚(T )\{1, 2}.
Proof. Let A be a d-tuple in e˚(T \{1, 2}). Then there must be a (d+ 1)-simplex |1 ? 2 ? A| of T .
We must have a0 > 3, since |A| is internal in C([3,m], 2d + 1). Therefore 2 ? A ∈ e˚(T ), and so
A ∈ e˚(T )\{1, 2}.
Conversely, let A ∈ e˚(T )\{1, 2}, so that 2 ? A ∈ e˚(T ). Therefore T contains every d-face of
the (d + 1)-simplex |1 ? 2 ? A|, since all the other d-faces lie on the boundary of C(m, 2d + 1).
Moreover, since there cannot be a d-simplex B of T such that B o 1 ? 2 ? A, we must have that
this (d+ 1)-simplex is in T by Lemma 4.5. Hence, |A| is a d-simplex of T \{1, 2}. Furthermore,
a0 > 3 because 2 ? A ∈ e˚(T ). Hence A ∈ e˚(T \{1, 2}). 
Lemma 4.15. Suppose that X ⊆ Jdm is supporting and bridging. Then X/1 is also supporting
and bridging.
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Proof. We first show that X/1 must be supporting. Let A ∈ X/1. Then A ∈ X. Since X is
supporting, there must be B such that B oA and every separated (d+1)-tuple contained in A∪B
is in X. But these separated (d+ 1)-tuples will also be contained in X/1, which is therefore also
supporting.
Now we show that X/1 must be bridging. Let
A := (x0, . . . , xi−1, ai, . . . , aj−1, xj , . . . , xd), B := (x0, . . . , xi−1, bi, . . . , bj−1, xj , . . . , xd)
∈ X/1, where possibly i = 0 or j = d, or both. Suppose these are such that (ai, . . . , aj) o
(bi, . . . , bj). Then A,B ∈ X. Since X is bridging, we must have
Sk := (x0, . . . , xi−1, ai, . . . , ak−1, bk, . . . , bj−1, xj . . . , xd) ∈ X
for all i 6 k 6 j. But then Sk ∈ X/1 for all i 6 k 6 j since x0 6= 2 by assumption. 
Lemma 4.16. Suppose that X ⊆ Jdm is supporting and bridging. Then X\{1, 2} is also sup-
porting and bridging.
Proof. We first show that X\{1, 2}must be supporting. Let A ∈ X\{1, 2}. Then A′ := 2?A ∈ X.
Thus, since X is supporting, there is a d-tuple B′ such that B′ o A′ and every separated sub-
(d+1)-tuple of A′∪B′ is in X. Then B = (b′1, . . . , b′d−1) is such that B oA. Let C be a separated
d-tuple contained in A∪B. Then 2?C is contained in A′∪B′, and so is in X, since c0 > a0 > 3.
This implies that C ∈ X\{1, 2}, as desired.
We now show that X\{1, 2} must be bridging. Let
A := (x1, . . . , xi−1, ai, . . . , aj−1, xj , . . . , xd), B := (x1, . . . , xi−1, bi, . . . , bj−1, xj , . . . , xd)
∈ X\{1, 2}, where possibly i = 0 or j = d, or both. Suppose that these are such that (ai, . . . , aj) o
(bi, . . . , bj). Then A
′ := 2 ? A,B′ := 2 ? B ∈ X. Since X is bridging, we must have
S′k := (2, x1, . . . , xi−1, ai, . . . , ak−1, bk, . . . , bj−1, xj . . . , xd) ∈ X
for all i 6 k 6 j. But then
Sk := (x1, . . . , xi−1, ai, . . . , ak−1, bk, . . . , bj−1, xj . . . , xd) ∈ X\{1, 2}
for all i 6 k 6 j. 
The following technical proposition is key to proving our characterisation of triangulations
of odd-dimensional cyclic polytopes. We shall use it in the subsequent proposition to construct
a triangulation whose internal d-simplices are given by a particular supporting and bridging set
of tuples. This is the most difficult step in the proof comprised by this section.
Proposition 4.17. Let X ⊆ Jdm be supporting and bridging for C(m, 2d+ 1). We suppose that
X is such that there are triangulations U ∈ S([2,m], 2d+ 1) and W ∈ S([3,m], 2d− 1) such that
e˚(U) = X/1 and e˚(W) = X\{1, 2}. Then W is a section of U\2.
Proof. For this it suffices to show that any d-simplex of W is a d-simplex of U\2. This is
because U\2 is a triangulation of a 2d-dimensional cyclic polytope, and hence is determined by
its d-simplices by [OT12, Lemma 2.15]. Hence if U\2 contains all the d-simplices of W, it must
contain all the higher-dimensional simplices of W as well.
Note that d-simplices of U\2 result from (d+1)-simplices of U with 2 as a vertex. Hence one
can show that every d-simplex of W is a d-simplex of U\2 by showing that every (d+ 1)-simplex
of 2∗W is a (d+1)-simplex of U . In turn, by Lemma 4.5, one can show this by showing that every
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d-simplex of 2 ∗W is a d-simplex of U and that no d-simplex of U intersects a (d+ 1)-simplex of
2 ∗W.
We first show that no d-simplex of U intersects a (d + 1)-simplex of 2 ∗ W. Suppose that
|A| is a d-simplex of U such that A o B, where |B| is a (d + 1)-simplex of 2 ∗ W. We then
have that (b1, . . . , bd) ∈ e˚(W), since 2 6 b0 < a0 < b1, so that b1 > 3, and bd < bd+1 6 m.
This means that (2, b1, . . . , bd) ∈ X. Since A ∈ e˚(U) ⊆ X, we have that (2, a1, . . . , ad) ∈ X by
applying the bridging condition to (2, b1, . . . , bd) and A. This implies that (a1, . . . , ad) ∈ e˚(W).
But (a1, . . . , ad) o (b1, . . . , bd+1), which is a d-simplex of W, a contradiction.
Hence we now show that every d-simplex of 2 ∗ W is a d-simplex of U . It is clear that if
|2 ?E| is a d-simplex of 2 ?W, then |2 ?E| is a d-simplex of U . Indeed, |2 ?E| is on the boundary
of C([2,m], 2d+ 1).
Therefore, let |F | be a d-simplex of W, and hence of 2 ?W. We must show that |F | is
a d-simplex of U . If |F | is not a d-simplex of U , then there must be a (d + 1)-simplex |G| of
U such that F o G. Hence |Gi| := |(g0, . . . , gi−1, gˆi, gi+1, . . . , gd+1)| is a d-simplex of U for all
i ∈ {0, . . . , d+ 1}.
Suppose first that g0 6= 2. Then we must have that Gd+1 ∈ e˚(U) ⊆ X, since this is a
separated (d + 1)-tuple with g0 > 2 and gd < gd+1 6 m. We know that (2, f0, . . . , fd−1) ∈ X,
since |(f0, . . . , fd−1)| must be an internal (d− 1)-simplex of W. This is because fd−1 < fd 6 m
and f0 > g0 > 3. Then, since X is bridging, we must have that (2, g1, . . . , gd) ∈ X by applying
the bridging condition to Gd+1 and (2, f0, . . . , fd−1). But then |(g1, . . . , gd)| is a (d− 1)-simplex
of W which intersects |F |, a contradiction.
If g0 = 2, then consider the following. We know that (2, f1, . . . , fd) ∈ X, since |(f1, . . . , fd)|
is an internal (d − 1)-simplex of W. This is because f1 > f0 > 3 > 2 = g0 and fd < gd+1 6 m.
Since X is supporting, there must exist a d-tuple H o (2, f1, . . . , fd), such that every sub-(d+ 1)-
tuple of H ∪ (2, f1, . . . , fd) is a (d + 1)-tuple of X. If h0 > f0, then note that 2 ? H must be a
(d+ 1)-tuple of X, so that |H| is a (d− 1)-simplex of W with H oF , a contradiction. If h0 6 f0,
then note that (h0, f1, . . . , fd) must be a (d+ 1)-tuple of X. We then have that |(h0, f1, . . . , fd)|
is a d-simplex of U which intersects |G|, since h0 > 2 and g0 = 2. This is another contradiction.
Therefore every d-simplex of 2 ?W is a d-simplex of U , which gives us that W is indeed a
section of U\2, as desired. 
We can now inductively construct triangulations from supporting and bridging collections.
Proposition 4.18. Let X ⊆ Jdm be supporting and bridging. Then there is a triangulation
T ∈ S(m, 2d+ 1) such that X = e˚(T ).
Proof. We show this by induction. The base cases consist of the case where d = 0 and the case
where m = 2d + 2. For d = 0, triangulations of C(m, 2d + 1) are given by subsets of vertices
from {2, . . . ,m − 1}. Since the properties of being supporting or bridging are trivial for d = 0,
this case holds. For m = 2d+ 2, C(m, 2d+ 1) is a simplex and so uniquely triangulates itself. In
this case, Jdm is empty, and so the unique triangulation is given by the empty set. Therefore the
base cases hold.
For the inductive step, we consider triangulations of C(m, 2d+1) and suppose that the claim
holds for C(m′, 2d′ + 1) whenever m′ < m or d′ < d. By Lemma 4.15, X/1 is both supporting
and bridging. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there is a triangulation U ∈ S([2,m], 2d+ 1)
such that e˚(U) = X/1. By Lemma 4.16, X\{1, 2} is also supporting and bridging. Hence, by the
induction hypothesis, there is a triangulation W ∈ S([3,m], 2d− 1) such that e˚(W) = X\{1, 2}.
By Proposition 4.17, we have that W is a section of U\2. By [RS00, Lemma 4.7] as for-
mulated in [Tho02b, Lemma 2.3] or [OT12, Proposition 2.22], we therefore have a triangulation
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T ∈ S(m, 2d+1) such that T /1 = U and T \{1, 2} =W. Hence X/1 = e˚(U) = e˚(T /1) = e˚(T )/1,
by Lemma 4.13, and X\{1, 2} = e˚(W) = e˚(T \{1, 2}) = e˚(T )\{1, 2}, by Lemma 4.14. Hence
X = e˚(T ), as desired. 
This at last establishes Theorem 4.1, which states that triangulations of C(m, 2d + 1) are
in bijection with subcollections of Jdm which are supporting and bridging via T 7→ e˚(T ). Lemma
4.10 and Lemma 4.8 give us that e˚(T ) is supporting and bridging for every triangulation T .
Lemma 4.5 tells us that the assignment T 7→ e˚(T ) is injective. Finally Proposition 4.18 tells us
that this is a surjection.
Example 4.19. Consider the cyclic polytope C(6, 3). This has six triangulations, Tl, T1, T2,
T ′1 , T ′2 , Tu, where e˚(Tl) = {24, 25, 35}, e˚(T1) = {24, 25}, e˚(T ′1 ) = {35, 25}, e˚(T2) = {24}, e˚(T ′2 ) =
{35}, e˚(Tu) = ∅. The set {24, 35} is not obtained because it is not bridging, for which it would
need to contain 25. The set {25} is not obtained because it is not supporting. The options for
the supporting tuple are 3 and 4, which require 35 and 24 respectively.
5. The higher Stasheff–Tamari orders in odd dimensions
We now give combinatorial and algebraic interpretations of the higher Stasheff–Tamari
orders on triangulations of odd-dimensional cyclic polytopes. To obtain the algebraic inter-
pretations, we first show how triangulations of odd-dimensional cyclic polytopes arise in the
representation theory of Adn. This gives the other half of the picture from [OT12], which shows
how triangulations of even-dimensional cyclic polytopes arise in the representation theory of Adn.
Along the way, we show how our results can be used to give new realisations of the minimal
embeddings of the second higher Stasheff–Tamari orders into Boolean lattices from [Tho02b].
The advantage of our realisations is that they are direct, whereas the construction in [Tho02b]
is recursive.
We continue to work predominantly in the tilting framework but, again, we could equally
work in the cluster-tilting framework. We end by showing how our results apply in the cluster-
tilting framework in Section 5.3, where odd-dimensional triangulations correspond to equivalence
classes of maximal green sequences.
By a maximal chain of tilting Adn-modules, we mean a sequence (T1, . . . , Tr) of tilting A
d
n-
modules such that T1 is the basic tilting module of projectives, Tr is the basic tilting module
of injectives, and, for i ∈ [r − 1], Ti+1 is a left mutation of Ti. We denote by CT (Adn) the set
of maximal chains of tilting Adn-modules. Given a maximal chain C of tilting A
d
n-modules, we
denote the set of indecomposable summands of modules of C by Σ(C).
By C˜T (Adn), we denote the set of equivalence classes of CT (Adn) under the equivalence
relation ∼, where, for C1, C2 ∈ CT (Adn), C1 ∼ C2 if and only if Σ(C1) = Σ(C2). For C ∈ CT (Adn),
we denote its equivalence class in C˜T (Adn) by [C].
We first observe the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let A ∈ Idn+2d. Then the Adn-module MA is neither projective nor injective if and
only if |A| is an internal d-simplex in C(n+ 2d, 2d+ 1).
Proof. By [OT12, Theorem 3.6], MA is projective if and only if a0 = 1; and MA is injective if
and only if ad = n+ 2d. The result then follows from Lemma 4.3. 
Triangulations of odd-dimensional cyclic polytopes correspond to equivalence classes of max-
imal chains of tilting modules, as follows.
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Theorem 5.2. There is a bijection between S(n + 2d, 2d + 1) and C˜T (Adn). Moreover, if a
triangulation T ∈ S(n+ 2d, 2d+ 1) corresponds to an equivalence class of maximal chains [C] ∈
C˜T (Adn), then
(1) there is a bijection between exchange pairs of mutations in C and (2d + 1)-simplices of
T ; and
(2) there is a bijection between the internal d-simplices of T and elements of Σ(C) which are
neither projective nor injective.
Proof. This follows from [Ram97, Theorem 1.1(ii)], which states that triangulations of C(n +
2d, 2d+ 1) are in bijection with maximal chains in S1(n+ 2d, 2d) under an equivalence relation
of differing by a permutation of bistellar flip operations.
We first establish the claims (1) and (2) for T and C. By Theorem 3.4, elements of CT (Adn)
correspond to maximal chains in S1(n+2d, 2d). Hence let C = (T1, . . . , Tr) ∈ CT (Adn) correspond
to a maximal chain C = (T1, . . . , Tr) of S1(n + 2d, 2d) which gives a triangulation T of C(n +
2d, 2d+ 1). The claim (1) is straightforward, because the (2d+ 1)-simplices of T correspond to
increasing bistellar flips in C by [Ram97, Theorem 1.1(ii)]. Then these correspond to exchange
pairs of mutations by Theorem 3.4.
For claim (2), let MA ∈ Σ(C) be neither projective nor injective, so that MA is an inde-
composable summand of Ti for some i. Then [Ram97, Theorem 1.1(ii)] implies that |A| is a
d-simplex of T . By Lemma 5.1, |A| is an internal d-simplex of T . Conversely, if |A| is an internal
d-simplex of T , then by Rambau’s theorem, there is a triangulation Ti such that |A|2d is an
internal d-simplex of Ti. This implies that MA is an indecomposable summand of Ti, and by
Lemma 5.1, it is neither projective nor injective. This establishes claim (2).
Now we must show that maximal chains of tilting Adn-modules are equivalent if and only
if they give the same triangulation of C(n + 2d, 2d + 1). Let C ′ ∈ CT (Adn) correspond to a
triangulation T ′ of C(n + 2d, 2d + 1). We now show that C ∼ C ′ if and only if C and C ′
correspond to the same triangulation. Suppose that C ∼ C ′. By claim (2), since Σ(C) = Σ(C ′),
we have that e˚(T ) = e˚(T ′). Hence, by Lemma 4.5 we have that T = T ′ as required.
Conversely, it is clear that if C and C ′ correspond to the same triangulation, then we must
have C ∼ C ′. This is because if C and C ′ correspond to the same triangulation, then they must
have in common all indecomposable summands which are neither projective nor injective, by
claim (2). But, since all indecomposable projectives and injectives must also be summands of
both C and C ′, we have that Σ(C) = Σ(C ′). 
Remark 5.3. Theorem 4.1 therefore also classifies sequences of mutations of basic tilting Adn-
modules from the projectives to the injectives, up to equivalence.
5.1. First order. In order to prove our combinatorial and algebraic characterisations of the first
higher Stasheff–Tamari order we use the following fact about triangulations of polytopes.
Lemma 5.4. Let T be a triangulation of a δ-dimensional polytope P , with Σ an internal k-
simplex of T . Then Σ is the intersection of at least δ − k + 1 different δ-simplices of T .
Proof. We prove the result by downwards induction on k. Our base case is k = δ − 1. Here
(δ−1)-simplices are facets of δ-simplices. A facet of a δ-simplex must either be a facet of another
δ-simplex, or lie within a boundary facet of P . Hence an internal (δ − 1)-simplex must be the
intersection of at least two δ-simplices.
For the inductive step, we assume that the result holds for k + 1. Let Σ be a k-simplex of
T for k < δ− 1. Then Σ is a face of a δ-simplex, and so must be the intersection of an least two
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(k + 1)-simplices. Moreover, Σ cannot lie in any boundary (k + 1)-simplices, otherwise it is a
boundary k-simplex. Thus, let Σ be the intersection of two internal (k+ 1)-simplices Σ1 and Σ2.
By the induction hypothesis, both Σ1 and Σ2 are the intersection of δ-simplices {Σ11, . . . ,Σ1l1}
and {Σ21, . . . ,Σ2l2} respectively, where l1, l2 > δ − k. Since Σ1 and Σ2 are distinct, we must have
{Σ11, . . . ,Σ1l1} 6= {Σ21, . . . ,Σ2l2}.
Thus #{Σ11, . . . ,Σ1l1 ,Σ21, . . . ,Σ2l2} > δ − k + 1, and so Σ is the intersection of at least δ − k + 1
different δ-simplices of T . 
We now give a combinatorial characterisation of the first higher Stasheff–Tamari order in
terms of sets of (d+ 1)-tuples.
Theorem 5.5. Let T , T ′ ∈ S(m, 2d+1). Then we have T l1T ′ if and only if e˚(T ) = e˚(T ′)∪{A}
for some A ∈ Jdm \ e˚(T ′).
Proof. Suppose first that T ′ is an increasing bistellar flip of T . Then T and T ′ coincide every-
where but inside a copy of C(2d+ 3, 2d+ 1). This direction then follows from applying Corollary
4.7 to this copy of C(2d+ 3, 2d+ 1).
We now suppose that e˚(T ) = e˚(T ′) ∪ {A} for some A ∈ Jdm \ e˚(T ′). Since |A| is not a
d-simplex of T ′, there must be a (d+ 1)-simplex |B| of T ′ such that A o B. Suppose that |S| is
a (2d + 1)-simplex of T which has |A| as a d-face. Suppose further that |S| possesses a vertex
x /∈ A ∪ B. If x ∈ (bi−1, bi) for some i ∈ [d + 1], then (A \ {ai−1}) ∪ {x} =: A′ o B, which is a
contradiction, since A′ ∈ e˚(T ) \{A} = e˚(T ′). Similarly, if x > bd+1, then (b1, . . . , bd+1) oA∪{x},
which contradicts the fact that (b1, . . . , bd+1) ∈ e˚(T ′) ⊂ e˚(T ). The case x < b0 can be treated in
the same way.
Thus every (2d+ 1)-simplex |S| of T with |A| as a d-face has vertices in A ∪B. There are
d+ 2 such (2d+ 1)-simplices, given by Si := (A∪B) \ {bi} for each bi ∈ B. The triangulation T
must contain all of these |Si|, since A must be the intersection of at least d+ 2 different (2d+ 1)-
simplices, by Lemma 5.4. The set {|Si|}d+1i=0 gives the lower triangulation of C(A ∪ B, 2d + 1).
None of these (2d + 1)-simplices can be contained in T ′, but every other (2d + 1)-simplex of T
must be contained in T ′ by Lemma 4.5. It then follows that T ′ must be obtained by replacing
the lower triangulation of C(A∪B, 2d+ 1) with the upper triangulation, since these are the only
two possible triangulations of C(A∪B, 2d+ 1). Hence T ′ is an increasing bistellar flip of T . 
We now give an algebraic characterisation of the first higher Stasheff–Tamari order in terms
of maximal chains of tilting Adn-modules. Our terminology is based on [HI19].
An oriented polygon is a sub-poset of S1(m, 2d) formed of a union of chain of length d+ 2
with a chain of length d + 1, such that these chains intersect only at the top and bottom. (For
an illustration see Figure 2.) Here the length of a chain is the number of covering relations in it.
We think of an oriented polygon as being oriented from the longer side to the shorter side. If two
maximal chains C,C ′ differ only in that C contains the longer side of an oriented polygon and C ′
contains the shorter side, then we say that C ′ is an increasing elementary polygonal deformation
of C. Note that an increasing elementary polygonal deformation decreases the length of the
chain.
Theorem 5.6. Let T , T ′ ∈ S(n + 2d, 2d + 1) correspond to equivalence classes of maximal
chains of tilting modules [C], [C ′] ∈ CT (Adn). Then T l1 T ′ if and only if there are equivalence
class representatives Ĉ ∈ [C] and Ĉ ′ ∈ [C ′] such that Ĉ ′ is an increasing elementary polygonal
deformation of Ĉ.
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In the proof of this theorem we shall require the following tools. Following [Ram97, Defi-
nition 5.7], for δ-simplices Σ1,Σ2 of a triangulation T ∈ S(m, δ) with δ vertices in common, we
write that Σ1 99K Σ2 if and only if Σ1 ∩ Σ2 lies in the upper facets of Σ1 and the lower facets
of Σ2. The relation ≺ is defined as the transitive closure of 99K, so that Σ1 99K Σ2 implies that
Σ1 ≺ Σ2. This is a partial order by [Ram97, Corollary 5.9].
Proof. Let T , T ′ be triangulations of C(n+ 2d, 2d+ 1) corresponding respectively to [C], [C ′] ∈
C˜T (Adn).
Suppose that T ′ is an increasing bistellar flip of T . Let S ∈ ([n+2d]2d+3 ) be the (2d + 3)-
tuple of vertices giving the bistellar flip. Let Si := (s0, . . . , si−1, sˆi, si+1, . . . , s2d+2). The lower
triangulation of C(S, 2d + 1) consists of the (2d + 1)-simplices |Si| for i even and the upper
triangulation consists of the (2d + 1)-simplices |Si| for i odd. Then |S2j | 99K |S2i| for i < j:
|S2i| ∩ |S2j | is an upper facet of |S2j | and a lower facet of |S2i|. Thus one can extend ≺ to the
total order ≺t on the simplices of the lower triangulation of C(S, 2d+ 1) by
|S2d+2| ≺t |S2d| ≺t · · · ≺t |S0|.
This can be consistently extended to a total order on the (2d+ 1)-simplices of T which contains
this chain as an interval. This would only be impossible if there were a (2d+ 1)-simplex Σ of T
such that |S2j | ≺ Σ ≺ |S2i|, where i < j. Since this is a covering relation for ≺, we have to have
Σ = |S2j | or Σ = |S2i|.
Therefore, by [Ram97, Corollary 5.12], there is a maximal chain Ĉ of S1(n + 2d, 2d) corre-
sponding to T such that the sequence of bistellar flips in Ĉ is
(Σ1, . . . ,Σr−1, |S2d+2|, |S2d|, . . . , |S0|,Σ′1, . . . ,Σ′s−1).
A similar argument shows that there exists a maximal chain Ĉ′ of S1(n+ 2d, 2d) corresponding
to T ′ such that the sequence of bistellar flips is
(Σ1, . . . ,Σr−1, |S1|, |S3|, . . . , |S2d+1|,Σ′1, . . . ,Σ′s−1).
Since the (2d + 1)-simplices of T ′ outside C(S, 2d + 1) are the same as those of T , namely
{Σ1, . . . ,Σr−1,Σ′1, . . . ,Σ′s−1}, we may choose the same order on them in both maximal chains Ĉ
and Ĉ′. It follows from the description of triangulations of C(2d+3, 2d), see, for instance, [Tho02a,
Proof of Proposition 9.1], that the chains in S1(n+ 2d, 2d) given here by (|S2d+2|, |S2d|, . . . , |S0|)
and (|S1|, |S3|, . . . , |S2d+1|) intersect only at their top and bottom. Hence these chains form an
oriented polygon.
Then, by Theorem 5.2, these correspond to Ĉ ∈ CT (Adn), where
Ĉ = (U1, . . . , Ur, T1, . . . , Td+1, V1, . . . , Vs),
and Ĉ ′ ∈ CT (Adn), where
Ĉ ′ = (U1, . . . , Ur, T ′1, . . . , T
′
d, V1, . . . , Vs).
Thus Ĉ ′ is an increasing elementary polygonal deformation of Ĉ, as required. Note that the
(2d + 1)-simplices in the sequences of bistellar flips of Ĉ and Ĉ′ come in between the respective
tilting modules of Ĉ and Ĉ ′, which correspond to triangulations.
Conversely, suppose that we have equivalence class representatives
Ĉ = (U1, . . . , Ur, T1, . . . , Td+1, V1, . . . , Vs)
and
Ĉ ′ = (U1, . . . , Ur, T ′1, . . . , T
′
d, V1, . . . , Vs)
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Figure 2. An increasing elementary polygonal deformation of maximal chains
of tilting modules.
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in CT (Adn). Here, as before, let Ĉ give the triangulation T and Ĉ ′ give the triangulation T ′.
We claim that this implies that T ′ is an increasing bistellar flip of T . By Theorem 5.2, by
transforming Ĉ into Ĉ ′, we have removed d + 2 different (2d + 1)-simplices {Σ0,Σ2 . . . ,Σ2d+2}
from T and replaced them by d + 1 different (2d + 1)-simplices {Σ1,Σ3, . . . ,Σ2d+1}. We can
suppose that Σ1 is not in the triangulation T , since at least one of these simplices must not be.
Hence it must intersect a (2d + 1)-simplex of the triangulation T , and so it must intersect Σ2l
for some l.
Hence, there is a circuit (A,B) with |A| ⊂ Σ2l, |B| ⊂ Σ1. By the description of the
circuits of a cyclic polytope, one of |A|, |B| is an internal d-simplex and the other is an internal
(d+ 1)-simplex. Internal d-simplices are intersections of at least d+ 2 different (2d+ 1)-simplices
and internal (d + 1)-simplices are intersections of at least d + 1 different (2d + 1)-simplices, by
Lemma 5.4. Therefore, to remove an internal d-simplex, one must remove the d + 2 different
(2d + 1)-simplices whose intersection it is. Hence, since |A| and |B| intersect each other and
so cannot be in the same triangulation, we must have |A| = ⋂d+1i=0 Σ2i and |B| = ⋂dj=0 Σ2j+1.
Moreover, the only internal d-simplex we can have removed from T is the intersection of these
d+ 2 different (2d+ 1)-simplices, which is A, and so the remaining internal d-simplices of T are
internal d-simplices of T ′. Thus T ′ is an increasing bistellar flip of T by Theorem 5.5. 
Remark 5.7. An n-category is a category enriched in (n − 1)-categories, where an ordinary
category is a 1-category. By Theorem [OT12, Theorem 4.4], we have that tilting Adn-modules
correspond bijectively to triangulations of C(n + 2d, 2d). By Theorem [KV91, Theorem 3.4],
triangulations of C(n+2d, 2d) form an (n−1)-category. Hence the set of tilting Adn-modules forms
an (n−1)-category. Indeed, the irreducible 1-morphisms of this category are left mutations, and
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the irreducible 2-morphisms are the increasing elementary polygonal deformations of equivalence
classes of maximal chains from Theorem 5.6.
5.2. Second order. To obtain our combinatorial interpretation of the second higher Stasheff–
Tamari order we first give an alternative to Edelman and Reiner’s interpretation in terms of
submersion sets.
Definition 5.8. Let Σ be a k-simplex in C(m, δ). Given a triangulation T ∈ S(m, δ), we say
that T supermerges Σ if for all x ∈ Σ,
sΣ(x)δ+1 > sT (x)δ+1.
We then define the k-supermersion set of T to be
supkT :=
{
|A|
∣∣∣ A ∈ ( [m]
k + 1
)
, T supermerges |A|
}
.
Remark 5.9. Consider supdT for a triangulation T ∈ S(m, 2d+1). Every d-simplex in C(m, 2d+
2) lies in a lower facet by Gale’s Evenness Criterion. This is because the vertex tuple of a lower
facet of C(m, 2d+ 2) is a disjoint union of d+ 1 pairs of consecutive numbers from m; any subset
of [m] of size d + 1 is therefore a subset of a vertex tuple of a lower facet. Therefore no points
in a d-simplex |A|2d+2 can lie strictly above a section given by a triangulation. Hence, for any
triangulation T ∈ S(m, 2d+ 1), the supermersion set supdT is precisely the set of d-simplices of
T .
Lemma 5.10. Let T ∈ S(m, 2d + 1). Then, given a (d + 1)-simplex |A|, we have that |A| ∈
supd+1T if and only if every d-face of |A| is in supdT .
Proof. The forwards direction is clear. Conversely, suppose that every d-face of |A| is in supdT .
Suppose for contradiction that |A| /∈ supd+1T . Then either s|A|(x)2d+2 < sT (x)2d+2 for all
x ∈ ˚|A|, or ˚|A| intersects sT (C(m, 2d+ 1)).
In the first case, |A| cannot be a (d + 1)-simplex of T . Hence either there is a d-simplex
of T which intersects |A|, or there is a d-face of |A| which intersects a (d + 1)-simplex of T .
But we cannot be in the second case, since every d-face of |A| is a d-simplex of T by Remark
5.9. Therefore there is a d-simplex |B| of T such that B o A, and so |A| and |B| intersect in a
unique point y. But then |B| is the intersection of the lower facets of |A ∪ B|2d+2 and |A| is
the intersection of the upper facets, by Lemma 4.6. Therefore s|A|(y)2d+2 > sT (y)2d+2, which
contradicts our assumption in this case.
In the second case, by the description of the circuits of C(m, 2d+2), there must be a (d+1)-
simplex |B| of T such that either A oB or B oA. For the first option here let (a1, . . . , ad+1) and
for the second option here let A′ = (a0, . . . , ad). But then we have that |A′| is a d-simplex of T
and A′ oB, which is a contradiction. 
We now prove the following theorem, which gives us an interpretation of the second higher
Stasheff–Tamari order on (2d+ 1)-dimensional cyclic polytopes in terms of d-simplices.
Theorem 5.11. Let T , T ′ ∈ S(m, δ). Then T 62 T ′ if and only if
supb δ2 cT ⊇ supb δ2 cT
′.
Proof. We know from [ER96] that T 62 T ′ if and only if
subd δ2 eT ⊆ subd δ2 eT
′.
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In the case where δ is even, ⌊δ
2
⌋
=
⌈δ
2
⌉
,
so the result simply follows from the symmetry that exists in the even case via the permutation
α :=
(
1 2 . . . m
m (m− 1) . . . 1
)
.
By [ER96, Proposition 2.11] this gives an order-reversing bijection on S2(m, 2d). We write αT
and αT ′ for the images of the respective triangulations under the permutation α. By Proposition
3.7 and its dual, subdαT = supdT . Hence
supdT ⊇ supdT ′ ⇐⇒ subdαT ⊇ subdαT
⇐⇒ αT >2 αT ′
⇐⇒ T 62 T ′.
In the case where δ is odd, we also proceed using Edelman and Reiner’s interpretation of the
second higher Stasheff–Tamari order in terms of submersion sets. Suppose that supdT ⊇ supdT ′.
Let |A| ∈ subd+1T . There are three cases:
(1) |A| ∈ subd+1T ′,
(2) |A|2d+2 intersects sT ′(C(m, 2d+ 1)), and
(3) |A| ∈ supd+1T ′.
We want to establish that we are in case (1). Hence, suppose that we are in case (2). Then, by
the description of the circuits of C(m, 2d+ 2), there must be a (d+ 1)-simplex B of T ′ such that
either B o A, in which case let B′ = (b1, . . . , bd+1), or A o B, in which case let B′ = (b0, . . . , bd).
Then, in either case, |B′| is a d-simplex of T ′, so |B′| ∈ supdT ′ ⊆ supdT . Therefore |B′| is a
d-simplex of T , but this is a contradiction, since A and B′ form a circuit in C(m, 2d+ 1).
Now we suppose that we are in case (3). Therefore if |A′| is a d-face of |A|, then |A′| ∈
supdT ′ ⊆ supdT . Thus |A| ∈ supd+1T , by Lemma 5.10, since all its d-faces are in supdT . This
means that |A| is a (d+ 1)-simplex of T , as |A| ∈ (supd+1T ) ∩ (subd+1T ).
We may suppose that |A| is not a (d + 1)-simplex of T ′, since otherwise |A| ∈ subd+1T ′
automatically. Hence, there must be a d-simplex |B| of T ′ such that B oA, because every d-face
of |A| is a d-simplex of T ′, so a (d + 1)-simplex of T ′ cannot intersect a d-face of |A|. Then
|B| ∈ supdT ′ ⊆ supdT . But this is a contradiction because |B| cannot be a d-simplex of T , since
it intersects |A|. Thus subd+1T ⊆ subd+1T ′, as desired.
Now we suppose that T 62 T ′. Let |A| ∈ supdT ′. Then |A|2d+2 cannot intersect sT (C(m, 2d+
1)), since it is too small: a circuit in C(m, 2d+2) consists of a pair of (d+1)-simplices. Therefore,
we suppose for contradiction that |A| ∈ subdT \ supdT . This means that for all x ∈ ˚|A|,
s|A|(x)2d+2 < sT (x)2d+2 6 sT ′(x)2d+2 = s|A|(x)2d+2,
which is a contradiction. Hence supdT ′ ⊆ supdT . 
Remark 5.12. One could, of course, consider complements of supermersion sets instead of super-
mersion sets. Since d-simplices in C(n, 2d+2) all lie on the lower facets, these would comprise the
d-simplices which are strictly submerged by a triangulation T , that is: submerged by T without
being a d-simplex of T . The inclusion of these sets would be in the same direction as the second
higher Stasheff–Tamari order, so some may have an aesthetic preference for this approach.
However, d-supermersion sets of triangulations T of C(m, 2+1) are more natural objects to
consider. As written above, these are simply the d-simplices of T . They also fit more naturally
into our algebraic description of the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders in odd dimensions in Theorem
5.17.
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Remark 5.13. Edelman and Reiner describe S2(m, δ) in terms of d δ2e-submersion sets. But
[Dey93] tells us that a triangulation of C(m, δ) is determined by its b δ2c-simplices. Logically,
then, the second higher Stasheff–Tamari order ought also to be controlled by b δ2c-simplices.
Theorem 5.11 shows us that this is indeed the case.
Corollary 5.14. Let T , T ′ ∈ S(m, 2d+ 1). Then T 62 T ′ if and only if e˚(T ) ⊇ e˚(T ′).
Proof. The set e˚(T ) consists of precisely the (d + 1)-tuples giving internal d-simplices of T by
Lemma 4.3, while supdT consists of all d-simplices of T . It is then clear that supdT ⊇ supdT ′ if
and only if e˚(T ) ⊇ e˚(T ′), since boundary d-simplices are contained in every triangulation. 
As a consequence of Corollary 5.14, we obtain embeddings of the second higher Stasheff–
Tamari posets into Boolean lattices of minimal rank, as in [Tho02b]. Describing these embeddings
in terms of submersion sets and supermersion sets makes them transparent.
Corollary 5.15. There is an embedding
ι : S2(m, 2d+ 1) ↪→ 2(
m−d−2
d+1 ),
where the usual order on the Boolean lattice 2(
m−d−2
d+1 ) is reversed.
Proof. Define ι : S2(m, 2d+ 1) ↪→ 2Jdm by
ι(T ) := e˚(T ).
This is an embedding by Lemma 4.5. Then #Jdm =
(
m−d−2
d+1
)
. 
One can use a similar technique to embed S2(m, 2d) into the smallest possible Boolean
lattice. Such an embedding is realised if one restricts submersion sets to internal d-simplices
which do not lie on the lower facets of C(m, 2d+ 1).
Proposition 5.16. There is an embedding
ι : S2(m, 2d) ↪→ 2(
m−d−1
d+1 ),
where the order on the Boolean lattice 2(
m−d−1
d+1 ) is as usual.
Proof. If a (d+ 1)-tuple A is either such that |A|2d+1 is on the lower facets of C(m, 2d+ 1), or
such that |A|2d lies in the facets of C(m, 2d), then |A|2d is submerged by every triangulation of
C(m, 2d). Such d-simplices can therefore be ignored. The internal d-simplices of C(m, 2d) which
do not lie on the lower facets of C(m, 2d + 1) are precisely those with vertex tuples in Jdm+1.
Hence define
ι(T ) := {|A| ∈ subdT | A ∈ Jdm+1}
for a triangulation T of C(m, 2d). Then since #Jdm+1 =
(
m−d−1
d+1
)
, this gives our desired embed-
ding. That this is an injection follows, of course, from the characterisation of the second higher
Stasheff–Tamari order in terms of submersion sets from [ER96, Proposition 2.15]. 
The second order has the following interpretation on maximal chains of tilting modules.
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Figure 3. The Auslander–Reiten quiver of A4.
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Theorem 5.17. Given two triangulations T , T ′ ∈ S(n+2d, 2d+1) corresponding to equivalence
classes of maximal chains of tilting modules [C], [C ′] ∈ CT (Adn), then T 62 T ′ if and only if
Σ(C) ⊇ Σ(C ′).
Proof. Let T be a triangulation of C(n + 2d, 2d) corresponding to an equivalence class [C] of
maximal chains of tilting Adn-modules. By Theorem 5.2, we have that MA ∈ Σ(C) if and only
if either A ∈ e˚(T ), or MA is projective or injective. Since the projectives and the injectives are
tilting modules in every maximal chain, the result follows from Corollary 5.14. 
Example 5.18. We continue considering triangulations of C(6, 3), as in Example 4.19. We
remind the reader that this cyclic polytope has six triangulations Tl, T1, T2, T ′1 , T ′2 , Tu, where
e˚(Tl) = {24, 25, 35}; e˚(T1) = {24, 25}; e˚(T2) = {24};
e˚(T ′1 ) = {25, 35}; e˚(T ′2 ) = {35}; e˚(Tu) = ∅.
By Corollary 5.14, we have that Tl 62 T1 62 T2 62 Tu and Tl 62 T ′1 62 T ′2 62 Tu. Moreover,
it can be seen that the two orders are the same in this case by Theorem 5.5, since the covering
relations are single-step reverse inclusions.
Consider the algebra A14, which is the path algebra of
1→ 2→ 3→ 4.
This has Auslander–Reiten quiver as shown in Figure 3. These indecomposable modules cor-
respond to the 2-tuples in Figure 4, which give 1-simplices in C(6, 3). We highlight in red the
indecomposable modules which are neither projective nor injective. By Theorem 5.2, these cor-
respond to internal 1-simplices of C(6, 3), and so control the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders by
Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.14.
There are six maximal chains of tilting modules up to equivalence, corresponding to the
respective triangulations. These are shown in Figure 5. Here Cl corresponds to Tl, and so on.
We again highlight in red the indecomposable modules which are neither projective nor injective.
An example of an increasing elementary polygonal deformation is that between C1 and C2.
This is shown in Figure 6. This increasing elementary polygonal deformation reflects the fact
that T1 l1 T2, by Theorem 5.6.
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Figure 4. 2-tuples corresponding to indecomposable A4-modules.
M13 M24 M35 M46
M14 M25 M36
M15 M26
M16
One can read off the second order from these maximal chains. All maximal chains contain
as indecomposable summands the modules
4 , 4
3 ,
4
3
2
,
4
3
2
1
,
3
2
1
, 2
1 , 1,
since these are the projectives and injectives. Hence, these summands can be ignored. Then the
second order is determined by reverse inclusion with respect to the indecomposable summands
3 , 3
2 , 2.
These correspond to the internal 1-simplices |24|, |25|, |35| respectively.
In Figure 7 we illustrate the poset S1(6, 3) = S2(6, 3). The circled modules correspond to
the internal 1-simplices of the triangulation, and hence to the summands of the corresponding
maximal chain of tilting modules which are neither projective nor injective.
5.3. Maximal green sequences. In this section, we use the cluster-tilting framework to explain
the connection between triangulations of odd-dimensional cyclic polytopes and the maximal green
sequences of Keller [Kel11, DK19a].
Let Λ be a d-hereditary d-representation-finite K-algebra, where K is a field. We define a
d-maximal green sequence for Λ to be a sequence (T1, . . . , Tr) of cluster-tilting objects in VΛ such
that T1 = Λ, Tr = Λ[d], and, for i ∈ [r−1], Ti+1 is a left mutation of Ti. LetMGd(Λ) denote the
set of d-maximal green sequences of Λ. Given a maximal green sequence G, we denote the set of
indecomposable summands of cluster-tilting objects occurring in G by Σ(G). We write G ∼ G′
if and only if Σ(G) = Σ(G′). As before, we use M˜Gd(Λ) to denote the set of equivalence classes
of MGd(Λ) under the relation ∼.
Remark 5.19. The discrepancies mentioned in Remark 2.2 do not affect the notion of d-maximal
green sequences. It follows from [OT12, Theorem 5.7(2)] that any mutation of an Oppermann–
Thomas cluster-tilting object is an Oppermann–Thomas cluster-tilting object. Since Λ is an
Oppermann–Thomas cluster-tilting object, any cluster-tilting object occurring in a d-maximal
green sequence corresponds to an Oppermann–Thomas cluster-tilting object.
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Figure 5. Maximal chains of tilting A3-modules.
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1
; 1⊕
2
1⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
,
C1 := 4⊕ 4
3⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 3⊕
4
3⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 3⊕
3
2⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 3⊕
3
2⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
;
3⊕ 1⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 1⊕
2
1⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
,
C ′1 := 4⊕ 4
3⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 4⊕ 2⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 2⊕
3
2⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 2⊕
3
2⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
;
2⊕
2
1⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 1⊕
2
1⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
,
C2 := 4⊕ 4
3⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 3⊕
4
3⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 3⊕ 1⊕
4
3⊕
4
3
2
1
; 3⊕ 1⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
;
1⊕
2
1⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
,
C ′2 := 4⊕ 4
3⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 4⊕ 2⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 2⊕ 4⊕
2
1⊕
4
3
2
1
; 2⊕
2
1⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
;
1⊕
2
1⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
,
Cu := 4⊕ 4
3⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
; 4⊕ 1⊕
4
3⊕
4
3
2
1
; 4⊕ 1⊕
2
1⊕
4
3
2
1
; 1⊕
2
1⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
.
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Figure 6. An increasing elementary polygonal deformation between the max-
imal chains of tilting modules C1 and C2.
1⊕ 2
1⊕
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1
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4
3
2
1
3⊕ 1⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
3⊕ 3
2⊕
3
2
1
⊕
4
3
2
1
3⊕ 1⊕ 4
3⊕
4
3
2
1
3⊕ 3
2⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
3⊕ 4
3⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
4⊕ 4
3⊕
4
3
2
⊕
4
3
2
1
.
Since cluster-tilting objects for Adn are in bijection with tilting modules for A
d
n+1 by [OT12,
Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2], we have that the set M˜Gd(Adn) is in bijection with C˜T (Adn+1).
Hence we obtain the following, which corresponds to Theorem 5.2 in the tilting framework.
Theorem 5.20. There is a bijection between triangulations of C(n+2d+1, 2d+1) and M˜Gd(Adn).
Moreover, if a triangulation T of C(n+2d+1, 2d+1) corresponds to a d-maximal green sequence
[G] ∈ M˜Gd(Adn), then
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Figure 7. The poset S1(6, 3) = S2(6, 3).
M24
M25
M35
M24
M25
M35 M24
M25
M35
M24
M25
M35 M24
M25
M35
M24
M25
M35
Tl
T1 T ′1
T2 T ′2
Tu
(1) there is a bijection between exchange pairs of mutations in G and (2d + 1)-simplices of
T ; and
(2) there is a bijection between the internal d-simplices of T and elements of Σ(G) which are
neither projectives nor shifted projectives.
Remark 5.21. Theorem 4.1 therefore also classifies d-maximal green sequences for Adn up to
equivalence.
Moreover, one can interpret the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders on the equivalence classes of
d-maximal green sequences analogously to Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.17.
Theorem 5.22. Let T , T ′ ∈ S(n+2d+1, 2d+1) correspond to equivalence classes of d-maximal
green sequences [G], [G′] ∈MGd(Adn).
(1) We have that T l1 T ′ if and only if there are equivalence class representatives Ĝ ∈ [G]
and Ĝ′ ∈ [G′] such that Ĝ is an increasing elementary polygonal deformation of Ĝ′.
(2) We have that T 62 T ′ if and only if Σ(G) ⊇ Σ(G′).
Since it is known for dimension 3 that the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders are equal and are
lattices [ER96, Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 4.10], we have the following corollary.
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Figure 8. Equivalence of the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders for C(c+ δ, δ).
c\δ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
5 3 3 3
6 3
Corollary 5.23. The set M˜G1(An) forms a lattice under the relation Σ(G) ⊇ Σ(G′).
Remark 5.24. It is not in general true that the set of equivalence classes of maximal green
sequences of a finite-dimensional algebra is a lattice. For example, the preprojective algebra of
A2 only has two maximal green sequences. These are not equivalent to each other, and nor are
they related by either of the relations described above. Hence in this case the set of maximal
green sequences modulo equivalence is not a lattice.
One might wonder whether the set of equivalence classes of maximal green sequences is
a lattice for other hereditary algebras. However, computer calculations reveal that the set of
equivalence classes of maximal green sequences of the path algebra of Dynkin type D4 is not a
lattice.
Remark 5.25. A common way of considering a maximal green sequence for d = 1 is as a chain of
torsion classes [Nag13]. A natural question to ask, therefore, is whether there exists an analogous
description for d > 1.
For a cluster-tilting object T for Adn, the associated d-torsion class ought to be T
⊥ ∩
addM (d,n). Indeed, this class corresponds to the internal d-simplices of the supermersion set
of the associated triangulation of C(n+ 2d+ 1, 2d), excluding internal d-simplices belonging to
the upper triangulation, which are in every supermersion set.
But there are two problems here. Firstly, maximal chains of these d-torsion classes are
maximal chains in the second order, whereas MGd(Adn) consists of maximal chains in the first
order. The two will only be the same if the two higher Stasheff–Tamari orders are equal. Secondly,
the d-torsion classes that are generated in this way do not satisfy any definitions of higher torsion
classes that have appeared so far in the literature, such as [Jør16, McM18].
6. Computations
We used the description of the higher Stasheff–Tamari orders in Theorems A and B to
construct the posets in Sage. We then tested the Edelman–Reiner conjecture. The conjecture
held in all cases tested, as detailed in Figure 8. The number of triangulations of a cyclic polytope
grows rapidly [JK18], so only relatively small examples are computable.
The authors of [ERR00] use computer calculations to show that S2(9, 4) is not a lattice. By
our calculations, S2(9, 4) and S1(9, 4) are the same poset, which implies that S1(9, 4) is not a
lattice either. A counter-example to the first order’s being a lattice was not previously known
[RR12, §5]. We tested the lattice property of the first order in several other cases, as shown in
Figure 9.
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